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INTRODUCTION

Thib book was not written as a compendi-

um of all the rules necessary for conventional

service in houses where many servants are em-

ployed, but because the author felt that a

simple manuai for the pantry would be of

help to the waitress, as a cook-book is to the

cooky and in the belief that it would increase

the comfort of those mistresses who employ

only one or two maids.

The most gratifying success of the book has

not lessened the desire of the author to increase

its usefulness in any possible way. Therefore,

in view of some changes in customs and the

ehanoes for certain improvements in arrange-

menty the book has been rewritten, and the

meet modem usages have taken the place

of any which had become somewhat anti-

qoaled*
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INTRODUCTION

The author's purpose is and has been to

make her manual really helpful to the countless

women who run their houses on small incomes

and with but one or two maids, and for them

she will show how a table may be set and

served with good taste, good sense, and com-

fort without adhering in all respects to the

latest conventions.

A v)eU4rained waUress ia one famUiar with

varums mdkods and willing to adapt herBelf

to the rules of the mUtress she is serving, wheOier

or not ihey conform in aU respeda to fhoze she

foUcmed in pr&rious sttimtions.

In old Ciolonial days, as in the early ones of

our Republic, custom required that the dinner

tables of the wealthy among our Englishi

Huguenot, or Holland ancestors should be

decorated with tall ^pergnes and candelabra

of silver, decanters of cut glass, and a service

of costly plate and china, while rich viands

and rare wines were crowded upon the table

in profusion before the guests were bidden to

sit down.

Hosts carved and served the roasts and game^
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INTBODUCnON

hostesseB served vegetables or sliced bread

upon a bread-board, and it was "good form"

for guests to offer to each other relishes or

jellies even though many servants stood ready

with silver salvers to serve the portions sent

by host and hostess. Customs have changed

as years have passed, and now fashion decrees

that we shall serve our formal dumers and

luncheons—if not our breakfasts—as do the

autocratio Russians.

But this is a free country, and if ^'a man's

house is his castle/' so is a woman's home

her realm, and here in the matter of waiting,

as in other household concems, much may be

left to individual preference and convenience

without fear of offending against good taste,

and the exercise by hostess and guest of a

little thoughtfulness and common sense will

preserve them from expecting from one

waitress, however ''expert" and willing, the

service which only two or more can success*

fxilly render.

It is true that good authorities, whether

hostesses or writers of books on service, may
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INTRODUCTION

disagree aa to rules; and customs change from

time to time; but all really good service de-

maads that the waitress possess mteUigeuce,

that she be quick to obsenre, and be quiet,

neati and orderly. These qualities in her

bring peace of mind to the hostess and com-

fort to the guest, no matter how simple the

meal nor how plain the china; and by the

exercise of these qualities the waitress main-

tains her self-respecty finds pleasure in her work,

and daily becomes more expert in her chosen

profession.
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JSreabfadt

FruU

Cereal with Cream

Lamb Chops Creamed Patatoee

Bread, Hot Gem, or SaUy Limn

Butter

Cogee Milk Cream Hot MUk

Tffls breakfast is of the usual type where a

family takes meat in the momiog* To serve

it there will be needed, besides the articles

shown on the following diagram, napkins,

tumblers, saltrcellars, pepper-pots, saltnspoons,

butter-plate with silver butter-knife, if the

butter is in block form, with silver butter^pick

or tiny fork if in the more usual balls or rolls

made with butter^paddles, or the small ^'pats''

stamped with a leaf or other device, bread-and-

butter plates, silver butter-spreaders, bread-
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2 THE EXPERT WAITRESS

plate, muffin dish or plate, water-pitcher, milk-

pitcher, salver for your use, a large napkin

to be folded on your hand when passing hot

dishes—and a large tray or tray-cloth to be

placed under the coffee service.

s.

•

1

Fruit-dish.
Finger-bowls.

Doilies.
Fruit-plates.

Fruit-knives.
Fruit-spoons.

C

i

Cereal -dish.
Cream-jug.

Bowl of fine sugar.

Cereal -dishes
on plates.

Tablespoon.
Dessert-spoons.
Sugar-sifter.

Q •

»

H

O
O

Chop-dish or
platter.

Potato-dish.

Tablespoon and
large fork.

Breakfast-plates.
Breakfast-knives.
Breakfast-forks.

Salt-cellars
and spoons.
Pepper-pots.

Hot-water-kettle.
Coffee-pot and

stand.
Hot-milk-pitcher
(covered) and
stand
Cream -jug.

Sugar-bowl.
Jar for water.

Coffee-cups
and saucers.

Sugar-tongs.
Teaspoons.

If the polished table, without a cloth, is

preferred for breakfast, it will be necessary to

take thought about hot dishes, none of which

must come in direct contact with the table.

Either they must be served from a side-table,



BREAKFAST 3

or the polished table must be in some way pro-

tected. This is best done by round or oblong

pieces of double-faced canton flannel|Or of

thin asbestos with slip-covers of linen simply

made and easily laundered, and over these

lace, linen^ or crocheted mats as simple or as

elaborate as one chooses.

The round ones are to be used at each

''cover'' laidi and oblong or round ones under

the platter or other hot dish placed on the

table. Unless you have iiowers for the center

of the table, place the dish of fruit there. Place

a salt-cellar and spoon and a pepper-pot for

the use of each two persons.

If the host is to serve the chopsi place under

his cover a carving-cloth of linen, and in front

of the cover a mat suitable for the chop dish

or platter. At the right of this a tablespoon,

at the left a dinner fork.

Under the hostess's cover lay a linen doth,

on which; at her right, place the plates or tiles

(on protective mats) for the coffee-pot or the

coffee-machine and lamp (if coffee is made at

table), the pitcher of hot milk and kettle or
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4 THE XSXPEBT WATTBESS

pitcher of hot water for heating fresh cups

and rinsixig those returned for a second Ming.

In front place the bowl of cut sugar, the cream-

jug, and the slop-bowl—or the more agreeable

tall jar for holding the water which has heated

the cups.

At the left place the cups, each on its own

saucer with its spoon.

Where a large tray of silver, brass, or one

of wood with a plate-glass top and a rim is

used, this may be covered with a tray^oth,

or not, as the hostess prefers, and on it you

will arrange her cover and the complete coffee

service—save perhaps the Vienna or French

coffee-machine, which, if more convenient,

may take its position at the right of the tray.

The place for each person at table with its

plate, knife, napkin, etc., is called a ''cover."

The cover hrst laid for this breakfast con-

sists of the protective mat with other mat on

it, a fruit-plate containing a hnger-bowl one-

third full of water placed on a finger-bowl

doily. At the right of the bowl a fruit-knife,

at the left a fruitHspoon. At the right of the
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BSBAKFAfiT 6

plate a breakfast-knife with the sharp edge of

the blade toward the plate, and a dessert-spoon

with bowl tunied up« At the left a breakfast

fork with tmes turned up, then a napkin

amply folded, above the napldn the bread*

and-bntter plate with the small silver knife

called a butter-''qiread^'^; above and a lit-

tle to the right of the plate a tumbler for water

and one tor milk.

On the service-table, which is protected from

heat by heavy canton flannel or a sheet of

asbestos covered with a linen cloth, there should

be a small silv^ salver for serving and for

reaving from the table small things and any

unused knives or silv^; another for removing,

if neeessaryy an3rthing not clean (for a good

waitress does not place together on a salver

articles both soiled and dean, as, for example,

a soiled spoon and a plate of butter); a large

napkin folded about six inches square to place

on your left hand when serving dishes of food,

a small napkin for taking up quickly anything

that may be spilled at table, and a large one

to be used in an emergency, such as the ao-
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cidental overturning of a glass of milk or cup

of coffee* Also plates with the dishes for

cereal and the bowl of fine sugar with its

sifteTi the bread and butteri the pitchers of

cold water and of milk.

There should be on the service-table ample

room for the hot dishes and plates, which you

will bring in from the pantry just before they

are to be served. No hot dishes should ever

be placed on the sideboard, nor should food

stand there, except possibly baskets ci cake or

dishes of fruit. Here belong the silver service,

the candelabra and candlesticks, decanters,

and ornamental pieces of silver for various

uses. Here also—if the service-table be not

large—may properly be placed the dessert-

plates with finger-bowls to be used at dinner

or luncheon, as well as the small silver laid

ready for use during the later courses of the

meal.

When you are ready to serve this breakfast,

fill the water-glasses to within three-quarters

of an inch of their tops and stand behind your

mistress's chair to place it as she seats herself.
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BBEAKFA8T 7

The first thing to be served is the fruit. Carry

the dish, according to its sfaapei iu or on your

left hand, offering it first to the hostess if

there are no guests, and then to the host if

the children are young. If they are grown,

pass directly from the hostess around the

table until all are served. Having replaced

the dish of fruit in the center of the table, M
any glass of water which may have been

emptied—^for a well-trained waitr^ takes care

that no one need ask for water, bread, or

butter.

As soon as any one has finished his fruity

bring in yoiu: right hand a plate containing

a cereal dish, and, standing at the left of the

person, with the left hand remove the fruit-

plate, drawing it under and replacing it by

the fresh plate. Next take the finger-bowl

and its doi^.

When all things belonging to the fruit ser-

vice have been removed, bring on a folded

napkin on your left hand the dish of cereal

with its tablespoon in it, and offer to each per-

son from the left. This must be followed at
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8 THE EXPEBT WAITRESS

once by a jug of cream and a bowl of granu-

lated or fine sugar with a sugar-sifter in it

—

jug and bowl standing on a silver salver—or

if the hostess prefers the use of a tray of suit-

able siae and shape to hold the dish of cereal

with the cream-jug and sugar-bowl, all may be

passed at onoci to the great comfort of those

served.

Next, standing at the right side of a person, .

offer milk, and if it is accepted take the milk-

tumble in your left hand, and, standing far

enough back to avoid any possibility of drip-

ping, fill the glass to within three-quarters of

an inch of the top and carefully return it to

its place. Follow the same rule in refilling

tumblers with water unless there be very

ample room between each two persons seated

at table, in which case water and milk should

be poured without lifting the tumblers.

When the cereal has been eaten the dishes

and plates used for this course should be re-

placed by hot plates just brought to the ser-

vice-table from the pantry, following the rule

just pvea for exchanging fruit*plates for those
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BREAKFAST 9

for cereal, passing the clean plate overi not

under, the used one. Then take the hot chop

plate or platter with its tablespoon and fork

on the folded napkm on your left hand and

offer to each person, at the left. Eetuming

this dish to the senrice-table, next serve the

creamed potatoes, then the hot-bread, the but-

ter, and the bread.

Where both salted and un&alted butter are

used th^ should be offered together on a tray,

that a choice may be made, and it is well to

have the butter-didies unlike each other, as, for

instance, a Nankin blue may be used for the

salted and a pale green Majolica lettuce-leaf

plate for the unsalted. A further distinction

may be made by having the salted butter

formed by the paddles mto round balls and

the unsalted in delicate rolls or pats.

You are now ready to serve the coffee, the

first cup of which the hostess will have poured.

If she has added cream or sugar, take ihB cup

on your small salver in your left hand, and with

your right hand place it at the right of the per-

son to be served. If each xxerson is to add
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eream, hot milk, or sugar to his own likiiigi

a tray holding the cup, a bowl of uut sugar with

its tongSy a pitcher of hot milk, and a jug of

should be offered at the left. Most

persons, however, trust to the hostess's skill

in preparing each cup of coffee to suit the

varied tastes. When this is not the rule,

cream, hot milk, and sugar should be offered

on a tray at once, that each person may choose

what he likes for his coffee while it is hot. If

the family prefers to have coffee immediately

after the fruit course, it may be served then

or at the pleasure of the hostess.

A simpler breakfast, and one much more

usual in modem households, might consist of:

Fruit

Cereal with Cream

Eggs hoUed to order

Toast, Bread, Toasted English Mvffins, or

Crumpets

BuUer, Marmalade

Coffee, Cream, and Hot Milk

For this there are needed no hot plates and

no pepper.
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The semoe should follow the aame ardet as

that given for the heartier breakfast, eggs tak-

ing the place of the meat coursei and require

ing that an egg-spoon shall have been laid be-

tween the plate and the spoon for cereal. The
breakfast knife may be of silver instead of

steel; it will be used only to cut the top off

of the egg, which will be eaten from its shell

with or without salt. The fork will be used

for the marmalade if taken.

The marmalade may be served in a dainty

glass or china jar with cover, or in a jelly-dish

with jeUy-spoon, and is to be o&ered with the

bread, muffins, or toast. If the fruit used is

to be cut before serving, you will have done

this in the pantry, and have s^ed it on the

fruit-plates before the family is seated at

breakfast. Tou will then need to have ready

small plates with finger-bowls and doilies to

replace the fruit-plate before serving the cereal.

The above service has been conducted 4 la

Rtme (in Russian sfyle), and is in accordance

with the usage in many houses to-day; but

a simpler method, and one preferred by many
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12 THE EXPERT WAITRESS

persons of unquestioned good taste, permits

that butter, bread, and marmalade, pitchers

of milk, and carafes or pitchers for water shall

be on the table before the breakfast beghis,

that the chops shall be served by the host,

and that the persons breakfastinie; shall help

themselves or pass to their neighbors butter,

bread, etc.

If the chops are so served, bring them to

table after the cereal plates and dishes have

been replaced by the hot plates for chops, then

with an extra hot plate in your left hand stand

at the left of the host, and take with your

right the plate on which he has served a chop,

and passing your left hand imder it put down

the fresh plate, thus passing the fresh food

above the empty plate. Having served the

first chop to the hostess or favored guest,

bring her hot plate to exchange for that con-

taining another chop.

If coffee is made in the kitchen, the break-

fast table or the service-table should have

appliances for keeping it and the hot milk

at a proper t^perature. A copper warm-

•
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BREAKFAST IS

er with a inj over an alcohol lamp is a

usual adjunct of an English breakfast or ser-

vice table, and serv es the purpose well—as do

also our mofe modem dectric beatm. An
electric toaster also may be usoi on the table

if any member of the family chooees there to

toast bread or crumpets.

2

«
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Xuncbeon

Grap^ruU

CreaTned Halibut in Ramekins

Celery, Olives, WHdrgrape Jelly

BroOed Squab on Toasi, Oamished with Cre89

String-beans, French-fried Potatoes

Soils, Butter, Salted and Unsalted

Salad of Endive with Fren(A Dressing

Cheese Straws

Fruit Tartlets

Tea or Chocolate, ApolKnaris

Bonbons

If a waitress can serve this luncheon suc-

ceBsfuUy^ she should be competent to handle

a more elaborate one, know how to substitute

for the grapefiruit a bouillon in two-handled

cups on their saucers, and with or without
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LUNCHEON 15

Fruit-pUtes. Tumbleri.
Bowl of hne

sugar.
kJUKoi "nil w_ r.

Fruit-spoons.

1
Fish-plates
with doiliM.

Celery-dish.
Olive-dish.

Plate for rolls.
' " 1 fMil

butter plfttas.

Fish-forks.
Olive-fork

Platter.

Vegetable-dishes.
Luncheon-plates.

Jelly-dish.
Jelly-spooiL
Batteri^ioks.

Large fork
mra Bpoon.

Tablr'''t>o<)nH.

Luncheon-forks.
Batter-spiMdars.

Salad.

P i];ul-bowl.

Salad-fork
Salad-plates,

with dSfi&.

Salad-forlcM.

or Moop.

Dessert.

Desacrt-dish.

Bonbon-dishes.

Pie-knife
or broad

fork.
Dessert-plates.

Dessert-forks.
Bonbon-spoons,
f^nser-bowls
on plates with

doilies.

Tea

or

Choco-
late.

Teapot or
Chocolate-pot.
Sugar-bowl.
Cream-jug.

Cups and saucers.
Sugar-tonRs.
Teaspoons or

Gfao«Xll»tfr«pOOIIiL

-

ooversp—for these would be on the first set of

plates on the table when luncheon was an-

nounced. She could serve a timbale or any oth-

er entree in place of the creamed halibut, etc.

For the luncheon given there will be needed

a heavy canton flannel and a handsome damask

table-dothi unless the bare mahogany is pre-
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f^rredi when centerpieces of lace or embroi-

dered Knen, with plate, tumbler, and other

mats to match, are in order.

If a cloth is used lay first the canton flannel

quite straight and smooth, and on it the heavy

damask, ironed to perfection and hanging well

over the sides of the table.

On this will be used the centerpiece, but not

mats.

Flowers or fruit should form the center

decoration/which may be as simple or as elab-

orate as the taste of the hostess dictates.

Candles are not considered necessary at

luncheon, except for very large functions.

The hostess may serve the tea or chocolate,

using a handsome tray-doth or large tray for

the service of silver or china, as at breakfast.

For tea will be required, also, a teakettle with

its lamp or electric heater, a teapot of silver

or china, a bowl of cut sugar with ton0i, a jug

of cream, a small plate or dish of lemon sliced

very thin and with the pips removed. For

chocolate there should be a covered chocolate-

pot and chocolate-cups.
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LUNCHEON 17

For the luncheon itself are needed plates

for the grapefruit, plates with smalls round

linen doilies on which will stand the hot rame-

kms of halibut, dishes of cut glass or fine china

for olives, jelly, and bonbons, hot plates for the

chicken, salad-plates, plate with doily on it for

the hot cheese- straws, dessert -plates for the

tartlets, and others for the finger-bowls and

their doilies.

Silver bread-tray or china plate for the

extra service of rolls—^butter-plates and butter-

spreaders and butter-picks if butter is served

—dessert -plate with pie-knife or broad, flat

fork for the tartlets, pepper-pots, salt-cellars

and spoons, fruit-spoons, fancy spoons for olives,

jeUy, and bonbons; tablespoons and forks for

serving the squabs and the two vegetables,

saladrspoon and fork, tiny fork for the sliced

lemon, fruit - spoons, fish-forks, luncheon

knives and forks, salad-forks, dessert- forks,

finger-bowls and their doilies, tumblers for

water, and tall, narrow ones for ApoUina-

ris.

Where butter is not used, and it often is not|
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18 THE EXFBBT WAITBBBS

no bread - platcis are necessary, the waitress

folding a roU in each napkin.

A dining-room must be well aired, and the

thermometer consulted to see that the tem-

perature be kept right.

The sideboard and all furniture must be free

from dust, the table made the right sisse, and

if no cloth is to be used there must be no spot

on the mahogany; it should be wiped with a

soft cloth and with the grain of the wood be-

fore the centerpiece and the mats are laid. If

the hostess is to pour tea or chocolate the tray

or tray-doth is to be laid with proper sendee.

Dishes of olives, jelly, and bonbons should be

well arranged on the table with their spoons

beside them, and a pepper-pot and salt-cellar

with spoon placed for the use of each two per-

sons.

The cover first laid for this luncheon will

consist of a plate on a plate-mat (with protec-

tive mat underneath if no table-cloth is used),

and mats for tumblers above and at the right

of the plate; at the right, neact the plate, with

its cutting edge toward the plate, a luncheon

^ 1^ Digitized by Google



LUNCHEON 19

knife of steel with ivory or pearl handle, or

a steel blade silver-plated to match its handle

of plate or solid silver; then a fruit-spoon, with

bowl turned up. At the left of the plate a

hinchecm fork, and beyond it a fish-fork, the

bread-plate with its butter -spreader (if used),

and a napkin with roll folded in it but not

entirely hidden.

The waitress must be sure that her service*

table and sideboard contain everything not

already on the table which may be needed for

the service of the luncheon, that there may be

no delay and no opening of drawers. Just

before the waitress announces luncheon the

tumblers must be filled with water to within

three-quarters of an inch of their tops, and

the plates containing the prepared grapefruit

served, the teakettle filled with fresh cold wa-

ter, and placed over its lighted lamp or electric

heater.

Having announced luncheon, the waitress

should stand behind the hostess's chair until

aD are seated, then, having wrapped with a

napkiii a chilled bgttle ol Apollinaris, offer to
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fill the narrow tumbler placed for the sparkling

water. When the fruit course is finished re-

place it by the plates with the ramekins

of creamed halibut. Bring a plate with its

ramekin in your right hand, and, standing at

the left, remove with your left hand the fruit-

plate, drawing it under the fresh plate. With,

this course passthe olives and celeryon a salver.

The fish course is followed by the squab on
toast, which has been arranged on hot plates

in the kitchen or pantry Bring one in your

right hand, and, standing at the left, remove

with your left hand the plate with the fish-

ramekin and its fork, drawing it under the

plate of fresh food, which you will place with

your right hand.

When all are served with squab take a large

napkin folded about six or seven inches square

on your left hand, place on it the dish of po-

tatoes with its tablespoon and fork, and ofifer

it to each person at the left; this is followed

by the string -beans, served in like manner,

then a salver with the dishes of olives, cel-

ery, and jelly should be offered at the left.
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Next offer rolls (with butter if served), and

refill tumblers. With the removal of this

course the cover may be left without a plate

and crumbs removed before the salad courae—

as should be the pepper-pots and salt-cellars^

the dishes of celery, ohveSi and jelly—^the

waitress havmg a stiver salver m her left hand

for that purpose, or the salad may be served

as each luncheon plate with its knife and fork

is removed, care being always taken to hide

the used plate under the fresh one during

the exchange. When all plates of salad are

placed, offer the plate of cheesenstraws from the

left on a silver salver held in the left hand.

When removing the salad-plates, as you are

putting none on the table, you may take one

in each hand to the pantry. The plate of

cheese -straws, after they were served, will

have been left on the s^rice-table. Now deft-

ly and quickly clear the table of crumbs,

dther with a silver crumb -knife and plate

or with the more generally used folded nap-

kin.

When the table is in perfect order place

1



22 THE EXPERT WATTBESS

from the left the dessert-plates with a dessert-

fork on each one.

The dish of tartlets, with its pie -knife or

broad silver fork^ should now be held on the

waitress's left hand and oflFered from the left.

Tmnbleis must be refilled and tea or chocolate

served.

The hostess will have made the tea^ or you

will have brought the pitchy of chocolate

while the table was being cleared. The hostess

may prepare each cup to suit the one who is

to drink it Take it in your right hand, place

it on the small silver salver hdd in your left,

and, passing to the right of the person, with

your right hand place it near the tumblers.

If the hostess prefers she may send a cup

of tea with the jug of cream, bowl of cut sugar

with its tongs, and the dish of lemon slices

with its fork, all on a tray to the left of the

person to be served, that she may prepare her

cup exactly to her own taste.

When the dessert has been eaten, bring in

your right hand a handsome plate with a

finger-bowl one-third full of water on a deli-
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cate finger-bowl doily, and with your left

hand remove as before instructed the used

plate, putting down the fresh one. Then offer

on a salver the one or more kinds of bonbons

with their spoons. If no guests are present

at luncheon the hostess will first be served;

if there are guests the most honored one at

the right of the hostess will be served first,

then the <me on the hostess's left, and so on

around the table. With each alternate course

the waitress mM\' begin serving at the right

or left of her hostesSj and pass directly around

the table.
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Dinner

ConsommS

Olives, Salted Almonds

Broiled Bass, Mtdire d^HtM Sauce

Roast Lamb, Mint Sav4:e

Oreen Pease, Baked Tomatoes^ Potato Croquettes

Lettiux HoLad

Crackers Cheese

Neapolitan Pudding

Coffee

This is a very simple dinneri easily served

by one maid.

Make sure that the air in the dining-room

is fresh and the temperature agreeable. If

dust has gathered on polished surfaces since

luncheon, wipe them with a soft cloth.

See that your table is exactly in its right
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Soup.

Sorvico-plates.
Soup-pI»te6.
Xiunblen*

Bread or roll
plate.

Bread-and-butter
plates.

Souj>-8poon8.
Salt-cellars.

Pepper-pots.

S
Fiah-platter.
Sauoe-boat.

Fish-plates.
Olive-dishes
and spfiona

Almond-diahes
and qKxma.

Fish-knife and
fork.

Sauoe-ladle.
Fish-forks.
Fiah-kmvea.

Roast.

Platter.
Sauce-boat.

Vc^etable-diabes.

Dinner-plates.
Dinner-kiii \ t s

Dinner-forks.

Carving-knife,
fork, and steel.

Grav^'-spoon.
Sauce-ladle.
Tablespoons
and forks

for TeiiBtafaka.

Salad.

S;ila(l-howI.

Cracker-plate
i»ith dinly.

GhMoe-pIate with
doily.

Salad-plates.
Salad-forks.

Salad-spoon
and fork.

Cheese-knife or
scoop.

as

u »
PuddiDK-dish.
j^inger-DowiBi

plates, and doiiies.
Dessert-plates.

Pudding-flUoer
and qpMKML

Deoaert^oika.

Coffee.

Tray and tray-
cloth.

Coffee-pot.
Sugar-bowl,
Cream-jug.

CiqM and Miieen.
Stigar-tongs.
Coffee-spoons.

place, and not in the least askew, and that

coverings on the sideboard and service-table

are fresh and straight. If there are flowers,

choose a suitable vase or bowl for them, re-

memberinff that flowers on a dinner tabler
Digitized by Google



26 THE £XP£RT WAITRESS

Gbould always be arranged high enough to

look iinder^ or so low that every one can talk

ov^ them*

For this dinner you will need a heavy canton-

flannel cloth, which must be laid perfectly

smooth, and over it a damask linen table-

cloth laid without a wrinkle. Place an em-

broidered or lace centerpiece under the bowl

of flowers, and mats to match it may be used

under platter and plates if the hostess choose;

but it is not usual. It is also a matter of

choice wheth^ a carving-cloth be laid across

the end of the table where the host sits. Tou
will need service-plates, soup-plates, fish-

plates, plates for the roast, for salad and

dessert, as well as for rolls or bread, crackers,

and cheese; platters for fish and Iamb, sauce

boats and ladles, three v^table- dishes, a

salad bowl, spoon, and fork.

A pudding-dish, sheer, and spoon; tumblers,

finger-bowls; small dishes for olives and al-

monds; bread-and-butter plates; candng knife,

fork, and steel; spoons and forks for serving

vegetables; knives, forks, and spoons; cheese
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knife or scoop; coEee cups and spoons; a bowl

of cut sugar with sugftr-tongs; and a jug of

cream. A large napkin folded for uae on your

handyone fortaking crumbs—^unless the hostess

prefers a silver crumb-knife—and one in case

of acddenty and extra knives, forks, and spoons,

and a medium-sized plate for gathering crumbs.

Having laid your cloths and centerpiece,

next arrange the carving-cloth across the end

of the table and the mats, if you are to use

them. At the right of the large mat for the

platters lay a silver fish-slicer with its cutting

edge toward the mat, and on the left the fish-

fork with tines turned up.

At each cover lay a "service "-plate, which

may be like the diimer plates, or of a special

set. At the right of each plate lay a dinner

knife with its sharp edge toward the plate,

next a silver knife for fish (if required) with

sharp edge toward the plate, a soup-spoon

with the bowl turned up, and to the right and

a little above the plate a tumbler for water.

At the left and next to the plate lay a small

fork for salad, then a dinner fork for the roast,
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28 TU£ EXPEBT WAITRESS

then a fish-forki all with the tines turned up.

Beyond these, or on the service -plate, as

the hostess chooseSj lay a napkin simply

folded, and between the folds, yet where it

can be seen, place a dinner roll or a piece of

bread cut two inches long and one and one-half

inches thick. At the left of the forks and just

above place a bread-and-butter plate to be

used for breads olives, and almonds.

At each comer of the table, or for the use

of each two persons, place a salt-cellar with its

spoon and a pepper-pot.

Place the dishes of olives and almonds at

such points between the centerpiece and the

covers as they look best. This will depend

upon the size and shape of the table and of

the centerpiece. On the centerpiece nothing

should be placed except the flowers.

In preparing the service-table be sure that

you have room for hot plates for ^h and

roast and for the dishes of vegetables, when

you are ready to bring them from the pantry,

as well as for bowls of sauce, plate for bread

or tolls, carving knife, fork, and steel, table-
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spoons and forks for vegetables, ladles for

sauces, the salad spoon and fork, a plate for

cheese, and cheese knife or scoop. Lay here

also a large napkin, folded about six inches

square, to use on the palm of your left hand

when serving; another for brushing crumbs

from the table; a medium-sized plate for

gathering the crumbs, and a third napkin for

use in case a tumbler of water should be over-

turned Hare here your bowl of cut sugar with

sugar-tong?, and the silver pudding-siicer, as

weH as the extra knives, forks, and spoons.

An expert waitress should so plan for necessor

ries and emergencies thai she should neoer he

obliged to open a closet door or a sideboard

drawer during a meed.

If there is not room on your service-table

for the dessert-plates, extra edlver, etc., they

may be arranged on the sideboard; but no dish

of food, unless a basket of fruit or cake, belong?

there. It is reserved for ornamental pieces

of silver, candelabra, candlesticks, and such

pieces of china as make it appear always in

good order and agreeable to look at.
3
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30 THB BXFBBT WAITB3SS8

On the dessert-plates lay a finger-bowl doily

under a finger-bowl one-third full of wator,

neither hot nor too cold, and at the right of

the bowl a dessert^fork with the tines turned up.

Be sure that the salad-bowl, olive-dishes,

and pudding-dish are cool; that the soup-

plates, the platters, and plates for fish and

roast with the vegetable-dishes are being prop-

erly heated in pantry or kitchen.

A waitress is responsible for giving to the

oook the proper dishes for each course which

is to be dished in the kitchen.

When it is nearly time for dinner place the

flowers, the olives, and almonds on the table;

fill the tumblers with fresh^ cool water to

within three-quarters of an inch of their tops,

and go to the lady of the house and say, in a

low tone: "Madam is served," or, "Dinner

is served." Return to the dming-room and

stand beliiiid her chair to place it for her as

she seats herBelf.

The soup will be dished in the pantry either

by the oook or waitress, and it should not be

done until the family is seated, /or wap mtM^
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te hot. There ahould be but a small ladle-

ful in each plate. Bring one from the pantry

in either handi and, standing at the left of the

person to be served, place a soup-plate on the

smdce-plate. If there be a guest at either

side of the host, serve first the one at his right,

then the one at his left, then the nexttwo on the

right, and so on around the table until all the

ladies are served, then serve all the gentlemen.

If only the family are present, sarve first the

lady of the house, then the host, if the children

are young. If all nre adults you may serve

first the hostess and proceed from her around

the table. When the soup has been eaten

remove the plates to the pantry, taking one

in each hand bom the left ot each persra, be-

ginning with the lady finBt served and gCMng

around the taUe from her right. The soup-

plates and all other dishes or platters you

must carry steadily, and wiUiout allowing the

silver to shde on plate or dish, l^ow bring

to the service-table the hot plates for the fish

and the sauce-lxjat with its hauce, ih^m from

the pantiy the platter of fish directly to the
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host and place it oa the mat in front of him

with the head of the fish toward his left haad.

Place the bowl of sauce, with its ladle in it,

m front of the first lady to be served. Next

place a hot plate in front of the host, taking

his service-plate to the service-table, where

you have reserved a place for it, and, returning

with another hot plate, stand at the left of

the host until he has served a portion of fish;

then take this in your right hand and place the

fresh plate with your left- Go to the left of

the lady to be served, remove the service-

plate with yo\ir left hand, and place the fish-

plate in front of her with the right. Each time
you serve a portion take the service-plate to
its pile on the service-table and bring a hot
plate to the host. While the fish is being
served the family may have passed to one
another the fish-sauce and the olives, leaving
you free now to refill glasses and offer bread
and rolls, and to remove the pUe of service-

^ pantry. You must, however,
observe whether this has been done, and if
not you must, before oilering water or bread,
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bring your small salver and, pladng on it the

bowl of fish-sauce, first serve that, then in like

manner the dish of olives.

Any sauce or relish belonging to a particular

course should follow its service promptly.

The fish course fiinishcd, stand at the left

of the host, see that the fish knife and fork are

so placed that they cannot slide off, lift the

platter with both hands and carry it to the

pantry. Next take the sauce-boat to the ser-

vice-table, where it may stand until you have

removed all the fish-^plates, one ia each hand,

as you did the soup-plates. Now bring first

the dishes of vegetables to the service-table,

and take out the fish-sauce. Bring the hot

plates for the roast, and then to the dining-

t^ble the roast of lamb, placing it in front of the

host with its leg bone toward his right hand.

Brin^ carving-knife to lay at his left, with the

sharp edge toward the platter, and a long spoon

for gravy with bowl turned up, and the fork

and steel at his left, the fork neid^ the platter.

While the host sharpens his knife and begins

to carve, place one hot plate in front of himi
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and, after placing on the table the bowl of

mint sauce with its ladle, stand at the left of

the host with another hot plate to exchange

for the one on which he has arranged a poiv

tion of the roast. Take this to the lady who

is first to be served, and return to the host with

another hot plate until all are served. Then

on the folded napkin on your left hand, tak-

ing in turn the vegetable-dishes, with their

proper spoons and forks, serve first the potar

toes, then the pease, and lastly the tomatoes.

Now observe whether the family have helped

themselves to the mint sauce, to the almonds

and oUves. If not, or if any one needs bread

or water, attend to all these things.

OUve and almond dishes you may serve to-

gether on a fflnall salver; the mint sauce must

be offered alone on the salver. The plate of

bread or rolls, if small, offer on the salver; if

large, on your hand as you did the v^etable-

dishes. Be careful to notice each person at

table, and offer anything needed, whether it

be bread, water, a relish, or a second helping

of any vegetable. If any one accepts a second
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cut from the roast, promptly take his plate

to the host and hold it conveniently near and

low to receive the slice. Take care not to

brush the host's arm. As soon as you have

served this cut offer mint sauce and vegetables.

When the meat course is finished clear the

table by first carefully removing to the pantry

the platter with its knife, fork, and spoon.

Then take in one hand the mat on which the

platter stood, and in the other the steeL Next,

with both hands deftly remove the carving*

cloth, lightly folding it together. After this,

from each cover take the dinner plate in your

right hand and the bread-and-butter plate in

your left hand, until all are removed. Then,

without crowding too many together, take on

your salver first the sauce-bowl, the olives and

almonds, then the salt-cellars and pepper-pots,

leaving those at the right of the person who

will dress the salad.

With the silva* crumb-knife, or the folded

napkin you have ready for that purpose, in

your right hand and a plate in your left care-

fully remove all crumbs from the table-cloth.
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passing around the table to the left that the

crumbsmayalwaysbebrushedfrom rightto left.

Next brmg the salad-bowl with spoon and

fork m it on your left hand, or on a salver,

and, standing at the left, with your right hand

place the bowl on the table directly in front

of the person who is to dress the salad. At his

right hand place the plate containing mustard-

p©t, oil and vinegar cruets. Place a salad-

plate at each cover, and on the table the plate

of crackers and of cheese, with its kiiifc or

scoop, whichever is suited to the kind of cheese

to be served.

As soon as the salad is dressed remove all

the condiments to the service-table or pantry,

and, taking the salad-bowl on your left hand,

or on a salver^ serve at the left of each person,

replacing the bowl at the place from which

you took it, unless it has been emptied, in

which case take it to the pantry. If the

crackers and cheese have not been passed by

the persons at table, place both on a salver

and offer at. the left.

When all are ready for dessert, remove first
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the salad-bowl, tUen the cheese and cracker

plateSy each in one hand, then the salad-plateo^

in the same maimer as those of previous courses.

Again repiove all crumbs from the table and

place the dessert-plates, bring the pudding-

dish with its sheer on your left hand, and offer

to each person from the left.

Then on a salver holding from one to three

after-dinner coffee-cups, the bowl of sugar, afed

jug of cream, offer to each person at the left.

If the hostess prefers to pour coffee herself,

a tray containing everything necessary for

the service must be placed before her just be-

fore you serve the pudding.

In some families tea instead of coffee is

always served after dimier, and usually the

hostess makes it on the table.

When this is the custom the hostess often

has placed at her right hand, before dinner is

annoui^ced, a teakettle filled with cold water

standing over its alcohol lamp on a tray of

silver, brass, or copper, and on the tray a box

of matches, that the hostess may light the lamp

at any moment she chooses.

r
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While the salad is being eaten bring the

required cups and saucers, the tea-caddy, the

jar for rinsing-water, the tea-strainer, the bowl

of out sugar, with sugar-tongs, the jug of cream,

and dish of lemon sliced thin, with all pips

removed, and a small fork for the lemon.

Place the tesrcaddy and the water-jar above

the plate of the hostess. At the left the sugar,

cream, and lemon, and nearer the edge of the

table the cups and saucers, each with its spoon.

This arrangement is not only convenient,

but after the tea has been served the articles

remaining are in a compact and shapely gioup.

If the hostess adds cream or sugar to a cup

of tea take it on your small salver in your left

hand, and with your right hand place it at

the right of the person for whom it is pre-

pared. If the person taking tlie tea is to add

the cream, sugar, or lemon, take them on the

salver with the cup and offer at the left.

If you have learned to serve this dmple dm-

ner perfectly and expeditiously, without any

apparent haste and yet without tiresome de-



laySy yoa wiD find hIl—ul m ODdcrtako^ a
more elaborate one

oysters are served befaie the soap, or one or

more entrees lifter the L^hj or u g.^^ne course

after the roast, wiih a pie or pndrfiiig beioie

the ice-cream, etc.

Or you will make yomsetf competent to take

charge of the 1a3ring of the table and Jueetuig
the service ol a dimier, where all these courses

are meludedy and yoa have one or more maids

to a^ist you.

A compfomise between a simple and a
very elaborate dimier might be the follow-

ing:

Oyden on the Ho^^shdlf MiffnoneUe Sauce

Tiny Sandwiches of Graham Bread

Cradm, BoOs

Clear Soup with Marrow Balls

Salkd Alnunuh, Cdery^ Badishes, OHves

Baked Bluefish ^ Cucumbers

Creamed Sweetbreads in Eamekins

Roast Dude, GUM Oravy

Hid Apple-sauce, Currant Jelly
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40 THE £XF£BX WAITBESS

Strinff-beanSf Mashed PoMo Browned

Salad Romaine with French Dressing

Swedish Wafers BvUered and Toasted

Cream Cheese, Bar-k-duc

VamUa Icecream with Brandied Peaches

Sponge Cake

GlacS Fruits Bonbons

Cojfee

For this dinner the table-cloth may be of

the finest, and centerpiece of the baudsomesti

the hostess possesses. Her richest glass and

rarest china and silver may adorn the table.

In addition to the bowl of flowers in the

center there may be two or more smaller bowls

or vases containing choice sprays arranged

around the centerpiece.

Candelabra or candlesticks with candles

having dainty colored shades may be used for

lighting the table. Almonds may be served

in small dishes of silver or glass in front of

each cover, and dishes of glac£ fruits and bon-

bons disposed on the table; but the hors-

d'oeuvre must be left on the service -table^
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and they, as well as all sauces, must be served

from the side.

In serving this dinner lay a handsome ser-

vice-plate ¥rith a delicate linen or lace doily

on it, and on this, just before announcing din*

ner, you will place the oyster-plate with the

oysters and a piece of lemon. At the right

of the plate lay the dinner -kiiife, the fish-

knifci soup-spoon, and oyster-fork; the last

may be laid diagonally pointing to^^ :lrd the

plate. At the left place nesct the plate the

dinner fork and a small fork for the entree

of sweetbreads, then a fish-fork and a small

one for the cucumbers. On the service-table,

beside the things directed for the simple dinner

previously described, you must have plates

of crackers and sandwiches, and the sauce-

boat with the mignonette sauce for the oysters,

the various dishes of hors-d'oeuvre, small,

flat glass dishes for the dressed cucumbers

—

as they are ice-cold and the hsh-plate is hot

—

salad-forks, the dishes of apple-sauce and cur-

rant jelly, plate of cream cheese and dish of

Bar-le-duc»
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If the service-table is not large enough for

everything, room must be provided in the

pantry for keeping the extra things cool and

quite ready, so that there shall be no delay in

serving promptly everything belonging to one

course. The host may carve the ducks, in

wliich case you must provide a poultry knife

and forki the knife smaller and differently

shaped from the carver used fur roast lamb;

ihi&rt must be a strong tablespoon or a longer

spoon for taking out the dressing, and the head

of the duck must be toward the host's left

hand. It is very customary for the waitress

or cook to carve the ducks before serving,

leaving them apparently whole, in which case

you will bring no knife to the table, but, plac-

ing a fork and spoon on the platter, you will

offer the duck at the left of each person, and

follow immediately after with the potato,

then the string -beaos, the apple-sauce, and
" the currant jelly.

When everything is in perfect readiness light

the candles in candelabra or candlesticks,

place the oyster-plates on the service-plates.
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fill the tumblers with water to within three-

quartere of an inch of their tops, and announce

dinner.

As soon as the guests are s^ted offer the

crackers, the sandwiches, and the sauce for

the oysters. These may all be on one tray,

or oae maid may offer sandwiches and crackers

while another follows at once with a tray

having the sauce and possibly toba^bco and

paprika, or horseradish.

Then are offered the hors-d*oeuvre (celery,

olives, etc.). *

When ready to remove the oyster^plates

bring in your right hand a plate of soup and

take up the oyster-^plate with your left. Serve

first the lady on the host's right, then the one

on his left, or, if you have a maid assisting,

let her serve the lady on the left and proceed

down that side of the table, while you serve

the one on the host's right and continue down

that side.

You are responsible for everything your as-

ridani does^ and before you announce dinner

you should assign to her certain duties. She
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may see that glasses are kept filled, that

extra rolls are offered, or she may offer the

vegetables and sauces following your serving

of the duck, etc. If many guests are present

it would be better to have two platters of duck,

and two dishes each of every vegetable and

sauce, so that both sides of the table may be

served at once. When the time comes replace

each soup-plate with one containing a ix>rtion

of fish, which has been served in the pantry,

and let your assistant offer the cucumbers,

placing at the left a glass salad-plate, two or

three of which she may have at one time on the

end of a tray nearest to her, while on the other

end she has a small salad*bowl with spoon

and fork with the cucumbers, which you will

have dressed before dinner*

The hors-d'oeuvre may now be again passed,

and you will have time to make sure that all

the service is going smoothly.

The fish course finished, replace it by the

entree, and when this has been eaten take

all the plates on which it was served, leaving

the service-plates only. In doing this you may
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take one in eith^ band, going directly to ttie

pantry with them. Then replace each ser-

vice-plate by a hot dinner-plate, and serve the

duck, then potatOi beans, apple-sauce, and

jelly-

You have nothing new to leam about this

course; the vegetables should first follow the

duck, then if your tray can comfortably hold

the gravy, jelly, and apple-sauce, all may be

offered at once; but ugually the dish of apple-

sauce is so large that it should stand alone on

the salver. Some hostesses have a teaspoon

laid for eating the apple -sauce or any fruit

compote which is served with the meal; others

prefer that guests should use the dinner fork

for this as well as for vegetables.

When this course is removed follow the rules

laid down in the simple dinner and clear the

table of crumbs. If the ducks were carved

in the pantry, the platter has rested only on

the service-table, and there are no carvers,

nor carving-cloth to be removed.

It is allowable to lay a salad-fork on each

salad-plate before bringing them to the table;

4
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but silver is apt to slide, and it is more elegant,

where two or more maids are in attendance, to

have one lay the plates from the left while

the other follows with a salver holding salad-

forks and cheese-knives. As she passes she

deftly lays the knife at the right and the fork

at the left of each plate, standing first at the

right and then at the left, for a waitress must

never reach across the cover of the person she

is serving.

The head waitress will have dressed the salad

in the pantry, and while she oflers it at the

IdFt of each person, her asedstant follows with

a tray holding the wafers, cheese, and Bar-le

due.

Again the table must be cleansed of aU

crumbs. In the pantry the brandied peaches

will have been arranged on the ice-cream in

small compote-glasses standing on lace doilies

on dessert-plates, with ice-cream spoons lying

at the right of the glasses. These are small,

and not likely to slide with the doily under

them; but handsome desserirspoons may be

used, and then you must be guided by the
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msse of the deBsertr-plates as to whether your

assistant shall use a tray with doily and

place the spoons at the right of each guest

as soon as you have placed the dessert from

the left.

As you remove each one of these dessert-

plates lay a smaller one with a finger-bowl on

its lace doiiy. The bowl should be one-third

full of water, on which may float a leaf of

geranium or a delicate blossom. Offer the

glao6 fruits and bonbons and the coffee, if

this is to be served at table. The coffee may

be served as at the simple dinner, or in the

drawing-room, or to the gentlemen at table

if they remain to smoke, and to the ladies in

the drawing-room. The hostess may choose

to pour the coffee, in which case you will bring

a tr.iy with the full service, and place it on a

prepared table in the drawing-room, and you

will stand ready with a small salver to offer

each cup as poured*

If the hostess does not pour, you will prepare

in the pantry a tray with several cups, a coffee-

pot, a bowlofsugarandajug of cream, and offer
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to each lady in the drawing-loom. The cups

should be only three quarters full.

Nothing has so far been said about the serv-

ing of wines. A few years ago people who

could ill afford it felt that they must not en-

tertain their friends at dinner unless they

offered at least three wines. Fortunately, cus-

tom has greatly changed in this respecti and

it is now entirely good form to serve a dinner

without wine, even though the hostess has no

conscientious scruples against offering it. Cer-

tainly it is better form as well as more self-

respecting to offer nothing which qne ought

not to afford; and good wine in our country is

usually costly, and poor wine does not improve

any dinner.

Sparkling waters are refreshing and very

much used, and the chapter on luncheon tells

how to serve them. A later chapter will show

how and when to serve wines and liqueurs.



IV

Supper

BouiUon

Chicken in Aspic JeUy Road Ham
Saratoga Potatoes

B0U8 BnUer

OUves; Mustard Pickles

Lettuce Salad

Crackers Cheese

Icercream

Coffee

To serve this supper you will need carv-

ing-cloths, napkins, doilies, flower-bowl, can-

dlesticks, water - pitcher or carafes, tum-

blers, salt-cellars and spoons, pepper-pots,

plate for rolls, butter-plates, butter-picks,

bread-and-butt^ plates, butter-spreaders, olive

and pickle dishes, and forks. See that the air
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&

Boi]inoD4>owl8.
Water-pitchnrs

.

Tumblers.

SefTviee-platee.
Pl:ito for rolls.

Olive-dishes.

Candlesticks.
BouiUoxH^poons.
Olive-epooDs
ot foHu.

Meats.

Platters.
V^eUble-diah.
Salt-oellare.

P«Pper-pot8.
Mttnara-pot

MiHtanl-qNxni.

Supper plates.

Butter-nlates.
Bread-and-butter

pia to s.

Jrickie-dish.

Piekto-fork.

Carvioi: knives
and forks.

Tablespoons.
1

Steel knives.
' Supper forks.

Duttor-pirlcF!.

Butter-spreaders.

Salad.

Salad-bowl.
Cracker-plate.

Cheese-plate witb
doily.

•Salad-plates.

8a1ad-fork
ftiu! s|)()()n.

Cheese-knife
or seoop.

8alad*foilDi.

S
s

Q

ice-CTttun oisti. i^iessert-piates.

loe-cream
knife and spoon.
Ice-orr;ini fork

3

and spoons.

Coffee.

Tray and tray-
cloth.

Coffee-pot.
Susar-oowl.
Cream-jus.

Coffee-eupe
and saucers.

Haiidsome plates
with fiDser-oowls

and doilies.

Sugar-tongs.
Conee-«g)ooiis.

of the dining-room is freshi the temperature

not too high, and that the furniture is free

from dust.

Be sure that the table is quite straight, and

that sideboard and service-table are in order.

Arrange flowers or fruit in the center of the

table, and the candlesticks symmetrically about

them.
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For the supper above given, lay carving-cloths

at dther end of the table.

Carafes or pitchers of water and pitchers of

cider may be placed on the table, and a salt-

cdlar and pepper-pot for each two penBons.

For each cover lay mats for a plate and a

tumbler, at the right of each plate a knife

with its cuttmg edge toward the plate, and a

bouiUonHSpoon* At the left a fork for meat

and one for salad, the salad-fork next the plate,

with their tines turned up. A napkin and a

bread-and-butter plate with a roll, a ball of

butter, and a butter-spreader.

Lay your sideboard and service-table with

care, making sure that there is in readiness

everything which is or may be needed. On
the service-table have a ooffee^tray with cups,

saucers, spoons, sugar-bowl, sugar-tongs, and

cream-jug. Have a plate with cruets of ^oil

and vinegar, a pot of mixed mustard with its

iqxxm, and red and white pepper. Have

ready also the carving knives and forks, the

salvers, and napkins for your own use.

On the service-table or sideboard have ready
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the deaBeit-plates with a doilyon each^ on which

stands a finger-bowl one«third full of water.

On the sideboard lay also extra dessert-plates,

ice-cream forks or spoons, extra knives, forks,

spoons, and glasses.

At the end of the table where the hostess is

to sit place the aspic of chicken; lay the sheer

at the right of the platter, the fork at the left.

Place the roast ham where the host will sit,

with the carving-knife at its right and the fork

at the left. Place oUves and pickles on the ta-

ble, fill the carafes or pitchers and the tumblers

with fresh water. Put a covered bowl of bou-

illon on each plate, see that every chair is in

its place, and announce supper.

To remove the bouillon-bowls, standing at

the left, take up in the left band a plate with

its bowl and spoon, and with the right hand put

down a supper plate. When all are removed

to the pantry, bring an extra supper plate in

your left hand and exchange it for the one on

which the host has placed a slice of ham.

Take this to the left of the hostess, and hold

it so that she can comfortably add a slice of
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chicken. Go to the left of the lady at the

host's right and place the plate containiiig

food, taking up the unused plate, and, return-

ing to the host, continue the service. Place a

spoon and fork in the potato-dish, and, carry-

ing the dish on a napkin in your left hand, offer

at the left to each pmon at the table. Place

the dish of olives and pickles with a pot of

mustard for the ham all on a salver and offer

to each person at the left. In the same way

offer extra rolls and butter.

Keep tiunblers filled.

When this course is finished remove first

the platter of ham, then the one of chicken,

with their knives and forks, then the carving-

cloths. Next remove the plates from each

cover by liftmg the plate in one hand and the

bread-and-butter plate in the other, then on

your salv^ take the dishes of olives and

pickles, the mustard-pot, and the salts and

peppers.

Remove the crumbs by brushing with a

folded napkin from right to left on a plate car-

ried in your left hand. Place the salad-plates
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and serve the salad from the left, holding the

bowl on your left hand.

Place crackers and cheese on your salver and

o£Cer from the left.

Remove everything belonging to the salad

course and again remove the crumbs.

Place a dessert-plate with an ice-cream fork

or spoon before each person. If you are to

serve the ice-cream, do so from the left aft^

you have sliced it properly. If the hostess is

to serve it, place the dish before her with its

knife, and bring in your left hand an extra

dessert-plate to exchange for the one on which

she has placed a portion. Take this in your

right hand and place from the left side of the

lady on the host's right, bringing her plate to

the hostess.

At the end of this course remove the ice-

cream dish, then the plates, replacing each one

by a dessert-plate containing a finger-bowl.

Place the coffee-tray before the hostess.

When the coffee is poured aerve aa directed in

the breakfast chapter.

Supper is an informal meal, often served
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on Sunday evening or whenever it is preferred

to dinner*

A great variety of delicious viands not suited

to dinners axe appropriate for supp^ Foods

may be cooked in chafing-dishes on the table,

and cider, or ginger-ale may be oSmd in-

stead of coffee or tea. Many things may be

put on the table to be passed by the guests

—

such as bread, butter, toast, relishes, and

drinks*

A waitress who has mastered the rules given

will find it interesting to study how she can

most attracUvdy arrange a supper table and

how most promptly and quietly she can serve

it.

For a chafing-dish supper every utensil and

ingredient required must be on the table. If

one has to wait for cream or a dash of cayenne

a dish may be ruined. These should always

be two or three teaspoons to use in testing the

flavor of the food as it oooks.
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attemoon Uea

Th£ simple afternoon tea of a lady who is

at home mfonnally is easily arranged by a

waitress; but it demands that everything shall

be aquisitely dainty.

In the drawing-room place a small table

where most convenient for the hostess; cover

it with an embroidered or lace tea-cloth; place

a large tray for the whole tea-service (or a

smaller one, a tile or a plate for the kettle and

lamp and for the teapot); add some choice

cups, saucers, and spooiis, a jug of cream, a

bowl of cut sugar with tongs, a tearcaddy and

its spoon, a jar for rinsing-water, a pretty dish

with thin shoes of fresh lemon with the pips

removed, a plate with thin bread and butter,

sandwiches or cake, and perimps a dish of

bonbons.
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If either a tea-ball or teanstrainer is to be

used be sure it is not forgotten.

The hostess may choose to make each cup

of tea by using a tea-ball, or to make the tea

in the pot as needed, or she may wish you to

bring the pot filled with freshly made strong

tea which has been poured off the leaves, by

the use of which, adding fresh boiling water

from the kettle, she can make each cup of a

strength to suit individual tastes.

Small plates and napkins may be offered for

the sandwiches, or these may be served without

them. If the hostess has a nest of small tables

you will take care to place one table in front

of an elderly caller, that she may rest her cup

with comfort. A ^'Curate's -assistant" (a

wicker or wooden tripod with three shelves,

each just large enough for a plate) is very con-

venient for serving sandwiches and cake at

afternoon tea; but a salver covered with a

handsome doily will answer every need.

You must learn the wishes of your mistress

early enough in the day to have everything

anranged according to her taste.
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For the more elaborate tea, for which

special invitatioiis are issued, you will lay the

dining-room table in the most attractive man-

ner possible, though attractiveness is consist-

ent with great simplicity. The table should

not be too long. Either a cloth may be used

or the loveliest centerpiece and mats. Flow-

ers may omament the center; the teanservice

on a large silver tray or an embroidered cloth

will occupy one end of the table; the chocolate-

service or bouillon-um and cups the other.

Two friends of the hostess wiU be asked to

pour, and you must provide a large napkin

for each to protect her gown. Silver bread-

trays and cake-baskets and the handscnnest

china plates may be used for the sandwiches

and cakes. Beautiful tall glasses may hold

a variety of bonbons and glac^ fruits. Piles

of plates and small napkins find a place on the

table, and the waitresses take care that each

person entering the dining-room is properly

served, and that she is relieved of plate and

cup when she has finished.

The waitress must be watchful of the needs
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of the ladies who &re pcH2xiiig--tiniiiiii(i]r

bringmg fresh eii|» and ssaeen, and hmg
sure that the dishes ol cakes, jiigs of creamy

and bowls ol aqgar aie icplemriied whatetcr

necessary.

if a pcmch or frappfi is served, ite boiri and

glasses may take im place o£ the bouiiira or

diooolate; or, if an extra, it maj ham a table

at one side appropriated to iiofM, in wliich case

either a friend of the hostess or a maid may
be appointed to ladle it into its eups.

At a fonetkn of this idnd moie than one

wsutress will be in attendance; or some young

dau^ters or friends of the host4pai may dis*

pense her hospitaliti^, tlie waitress being oc-

cupied in taking awiQr used capB or plates and

replenishing the baskets of sandwiches and

cftkfw, the tiftakiPtUPi and the ^^^^^^^^atn-fiot
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SetvhxQ Simple Aeals

Daintt meab are rarved in many houses

where there is no desire for the number of

courses ccmsidered necessary at other tables.

Perfection of serving, that is, perfect comfort,

should be aimed at in the one case as well as

in the other.

There should be absolute cleanliness and

noiseless movement.

Meals should be ready on time, and there

should be no occasion to wait for tilings which

ought to be close at hand. Where it is impor-

tant to save the time of the waitress for other

work, it may be done if proper thought be

given beforehand to laying the table with care.

It will be a help if the lady of the house will

write out menus, and if, as some ladies do,

she always writes them for the following day
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ftnd the next breakfast and on Fridays for

Saturday and Sunday and for breakfast on

Mddday, both ocok and waHtess will have

ample time to plan their work so as to save

titoe.

The pantry menu wiD have fuller instruc-

tions than that for the kitcheiL

If the cook's menu be:

Oyster Soup

Bodsl Beef, Tarkskire PudMng, RaUin Sauce

Spinach, Baked Tomatoes

H(fi Apph Pie

that for the waitress will be

Oyster Scup, Crackers

Boast Beef. Yorkshire PvMing, Raisin Sauce

Baked Tomatoes

Chutney Celery

Chicory Saiad, Hot Crackers, Edam Cheese

Hot Apple Pie, Cream

Coffee

Referring to her menu the waitress sees at

cxnce what platter^ what ssooe-boats she needs,

and what plates, dishes, and silver.

Sauces and relishes may be put on the table
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to be passed by the family, and if the table is

long th^ may be a gravy-boat at each end|

and two pitchers of cream for the pie. When

a pudding requiring a sauce is s^ed, two bowls

may be used, and should be put on the table

just brfore he pudding is brought, so that the

pudding will not cool before the sauce comes.

A loaf of bread, served on a wooden bread-

board, and sliced by some one at the table,

is a goodly fashion of olden times still pre-

served in some families; it insures freshness

of the sUce, and is not wasteful.

The properpomtion of the s^irice-tablemakes

for comfort. There may be one at each end of

a largedining-room, affording a placetoputdown

a vegetable or other dish without going the whole

length of the room. One table may hold silver

and dishes which are later to be used by the

hostess, and the other any extras the host may
need. This is to save time between courses

and to make it easi^ to serve without delay

everything belonging to one course. No un-

sightly dish which should be at once carried to

the pantry must be left standingon either table.
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When a pantry is not larg^ enough for the

waitress to put down all dishes without piling

them on each other, unless she can use an

extra table in the kitcheni she must exercise

skill and common sense. She may not have

time until later to rinse cups and scrape plates,

but if she knows just where she wishes to put

each set of dishes and has her shelf clear and

her pitchers of water ready for knives and

silver, she can in a very few moments swiftly

and quietly separate the different articles and

arrangeth^ compactly without rattling noises,

and without ever putting a plate on top of

one containing knife or fork or leaving soup-

spoons to be bent out of shape between soup-

plates.

In removing soup or salad-plates, and even

dinner-plates when there is nothing else at

the cover, a waitress may take one in each

hand. If a bread-and-butter plate has been

used (some families still serve butter at din-

ner), it must be taken in one hand, the dinner

plate in the other; and if a juicy vegetable

or compote has been served the waitress may
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take tiie dhiii«f plate in left hdnd, lift the

Gompote-dish with her r^t and place it on

the (liate beside, not on the knife and fork,-

and take the bread-and-butter plate in her

tight hakttd, thtis leaving^ as is ioost desirable,

each corer clear as she passes round the

table.

Except in ease of an accident which she can-

not reinedyi even at the simple fam^ dinner,

a waitress should not need to speak to her

mistress about the seHriee. Any qu^iote

should be settled before the lady goes to dress

fbr dinner. She should be ttee to enjoy the

companionship of her family or to entertain

her gaests.

When a waitress is learning her business, if,

where die HreSi a good caters be employed

to serve an occasional dinner, she may learn

utueh by eheerfully assisting him, or she may
take a position as pailor inaid to assist a

butler, and always she can learn by paying

stfiM tfttebtifm to the instHietiens of her eh?u

mistress and following them respectfully in-

saying. '^BUs. X's btftler does so and
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8o/^ or ^'MxB. Y's maid aays she saw it done

like this in England.'^

It cannot be too often repeated that a

waitress must be quick to see, light-footed,

steady ui her mov»ientS| extremeky eareful

in handling ornaments, china, gl^, and i^ilver,

that they may be neither broken, chipped, nor

scratched. She needs continually to cidti-

yato ai^ attentive mi^di a good msmoTw, and

a correct eye. With good health, a fair

amount of brai|ia, and a determination to be

an ^'expert'' in her honorable calling, she has

a worthy ambition, and can attain such sue-

cesB that she will be respected by all who

employ her, and will b^m iospiratioi^ to other

waitrnwses to r^ise thjBWBelveB above mecttoo-

fity.
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Choosb a shelf on which to keep neat boxes

which otherwise would be thrown away.

With them put cords, small, wide-mouthed

bottles, with suitable corks, a package of

para£ldii paper, and some light wrapping-paper.

With these aecessories at hand it is an easy

matter to put up a few sandwiches, some olives

or tiny pickles, and some wafers or cake.

If picnic luncheons are frequent in summer

and the waitress assists the cook in putting

them up, she can save much time and many

mistakes of omission by writing out a list of

all the things ordinarily needed for such occa-

dons. This list she will keep in a safe place,

and refer to it as soon as a picnic is mentioned

to see what will have to be done the day be-

fore or early in the morning.
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A list may be something like this:

Plates (paper or

wooden).

Glasses.

Cups.

Knives.

Forks.

Doilies or paper

napkiBs.

Teaspoons.

Can-opener.

Corkscrew.

Hatchet.

Coffee, sugar^ and

cream.

Canned tongue.

Canned chicken.

Cold fried oysters.

Cold roast lamb, beef
i

or ham.

Graham and white

wafers.

Coffee-pot.

Glass jar for cream.

Glass jar for salad.

Jelly^^lass or a bowl

with tight cover for

butter.

Box and paper for

prunes, etc.

Agate pail for water.

Matches.

Butter, packed in jelly-

glass or bowl, and

left m the ice-box

overnight.

Vegetable salad.

Pickles, oUves, salt.

PUmes, crystallized

ginger.

Sweet chocolate.

A loaf oi bread.
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Mined

Mant people object to the use of liyjnes, mi
they are no longfsup conrndered essential at even

ai^ elal:^of^ li^cheon or diuaer, yet ^ p^ai^ual

for a waitress would not be complete unless it

cpf^tamed rules for serving them. To g^rye

many kinds of wine at one dinner is lass eus-

topaary than it was even ^, fe>v years ago,

and a single sound wine of good quality is a

better accompanimeat to a diftner than ^

number of wines of less ^ceUemse. At a small

4inf^r if three win^s are served they should

be eh&ny with the soup, a white wine (white

Bordeapx, Moselle, or Rhine wine) with the

fish, and Claret pr a light Burgundy with the

roast.

At a more elaborate dinner may be served:
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Saufeme with tiie Oyifera

Sherry with the Soup

A White Wine wUh thfi Fish

Claret or Champagne with the Boast

A Finer Claret or a Rich Burgundy wi^ tiie

Game and Salad

Madeira or Port with the Swe^

Glasses for water and wine are placed in a

group at the right of a&d a|x>ve the ooyer,

those to be first used nearest the plate.

Those for sheny are the sioaUeBt aqd pf

white glass, and, whether plain, ricJ4y PUt pr

engraved, their shape is always th^ some.

Many persons use colored, especially pale-

greep, glasses for Rhine wines. They are very

ornan^ental; but the exquisite color of a fine

wine shows best iqi a white glass. Qfasses for

claret or Burgundy and champagne are white.

The shapes of those for claret and Burgun-

dy change but little with changing fashions;

those for champagne jpfxa,y be broad and low

hollow or solid sjb^ns, or they may be

tall and narrow, broadening a httle at the top.
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If with suoceaaive oounes different kiiids of

white or red wines are served, the used glasses

must be exchanged for fresh ones* To pour

wine a waitress stands at the right of a guest

and names each wine as she offers it, that it

may be accepted or declined. If a gentleman

declines wine* ApoUinaris or some other spark-

ling water should be offered. For these a tall

tumbler is brought.

Glasses for Madeira or port are placed on

the table with the dessert. After the coffee

come cordials and liqueurs (Chartreuse,

creme de menthe, and the like). A waitress

brings two handsome liqueur-bottles and some

tiny glasses on a salver, and, standing at the

left of a guest, names the liqueurs and pours

the one chosen. Some glasses must be filled

with finely shaved ice, as when crimes are

chosen, they are usually served glac^.

If coffee is served in the drawing-room the

liqueurs should be served there aLso.

Sparkling waters in tall tumblers may be

served throughout a luncheon or dinner

whether or not wine is offered.
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The temperature of wines is a matter of great

importanoey and 80 is the handling of bottles of

wine. It takes a liighly skilled hand to serve

choice old Buigimdy from the bottle, even

though it has lain in a "wine-basket/* A
waitress should learn satisfactorily to decant

claret and Burgundy. These should be brought

from the wine-cellar at least twenty-four hours

before they are to be served, this in order to

give ample time for the sediment to settle.

Then, with a steady hand, the waitress

should pour the contents of a bottle into a

decanter, taking great care that no trace of

sediment be allowed to follow the clear wine*

Claret and Burgundy when served should be

at a temperatiure of from 65** to 70°. Bur-

gundy a little warmer than claret. If the room

is cooler the decanters may be carefully placed

hi a x>ail of warm water for a while. The

glasses used should not be really cold; to chill

these wines destroys their flavor.

Sherry, Madeira, and port are also served

in decanters; sherry should be moderately

cool. Port and Madeira rather less so. A
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fi4e Bbina wine or Mioedie flbould be copl, but

not iced. S^uterne mey be slightly cool. All

tbeee are eerved from their bottles, and tiie

l9J$t half glass or glassful (the part cont^^xiiog

the Bediment) shouldnever be offei»d. Iiipoup*

ing thesewmm great care should be taken nut to

disturb the sedimeiit* AU bottles of iniie sdbuould

be carried with a steady haod^d never sbakef^.

Champsgue must be thoroughly chilled by
standing in a pail of cracked ice. A napkin

m^st be wrapped around the cold bottle be-

fore the wine is served, and it must be poured

as 800U as uncorked. A little wine must ^ways
be first poured into the host's glass tomake sure

that no bit of corkmay fall into that of a guest.

At luncheon one or two wines are considered

quite sufficient. Sherry with the bouillon;

and after that a Ught claret, a Rhine wine,

Sauterne, or sparkliiig Moselle. There may
be served instead a delicious tea, fruit, or wine

punch. This should be cold and poured from

handsome glass pitchers.

Liqueurs or cordials may be offered after

the coffee.
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Caning

The chair placed for a carver must be high

enough allow the work to be done comfort-

ably without the carver being obliged to stand.

The platter must be large enough to hold

tii^ entire joint Or bird wben earved withoclt

itny piece falling over the edge. A waitress

^btnM make sur^ that a platter is really hot;

if it is not the dish gravy, beforo it call be

a^ed,' will beeome chilled and unfit for Use.

See that no string or skewer is left to an-

mty Hbb eanrer—the sihrer skei^ens sent to table

intentionally are, of course, excepted. The

platteir must be placed near enough to the

carver to prevent awkwardness or the neces-

mky of moving the dish. In serving large birds

as goose, turkey, or roast chicken, place the

head always toward the carver's left hand,
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smaller birds across the platter with their

heads on the farther side Place a saddle of

venison or mutton with the backbone numins

lengthwise of the platter, the heavier part

toward the left.

A haunch of venison, a roast ham, a leg of

lanib or veal with the thick end toward the

right of the carver. A shoulder of mutton or

veal with the neck end toward the carver's

left. A standing rib roast of beef with the

backbone toward the IdPt. A fillet with the

heavier end toward the left; a beefsteak with

the tenderloin toward the carver. A calfs

head with face to the right; a roast pig with

head to the left.

A waitress should know how to carve. The

first steps may be learned by cutting bread

and slicuig i)ressed meats. To do these two

things perfectly, one must acquhre a steady

hand and a correct eye. Slices must be of

uniform thickness, thin enough to be deUcate,

not thin enough to break. There must be no

ragged edges. From the slidng of cold meats

to that of a rolled roast, or other meats from
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which the bones have been taken, is not a

great step if the knife be in perfect condition.

Enough confidence will have been gained to

grasp the dicar firmly and dice quickly and

steadily across the roast.

Farther than this it will not be well to go

without 6ome object-lessons, for meats are not

the only things to be considered; the knives

must be kept from injury.

When you have placed a standing rib roast

watch the carver, study the different positions

of the knife and fork. The carver will prob-

ably cut away the thick gristle next the back-

bone, and then cut the sirloin down to the

ribs, looisening the meat from the backbone,

then from the side toward him he will cut

thin, even slices parallel with the ribs and

run the knife under them from right to left,

separating them from the libs. The roast

will have to be turned on its side to get at the

tenderloui under the ribs. This may be cut

quite free and then shced. A good carver will

serve some of the crisp fat of the roast with

the rare slices to add richness to their flavor.
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To carve a beefateak one ahfyold know the

best parts, and all the best should not be

fierved to one or two persons. Some prefer

isirloin, some tenderlom, some like a little of

each. When serving always lay the cot side

of a slice up, pour over it some of the dish

gravy, and add a small portion of the browned

fat. In beginmng to carve a steak the tender-

loin may be first separated from the bone or

riot, but it most be cut it thin slices parallel

with the bone; the sirloin may be eut in thin

slices paralld with the bone, or in thieker,

shorter ones at right angles to it.

A saddle of venison tntttton mtisst be

carved parallel with the backbone in long,

thin dices on dther side. The tenderloin may
be cut from below the bone and sUced across

the grain.

When a ham or leg of lamb or veal is served,

it id a great convenience to the carver if he

first cuts a slice from the thin side of the leg

so that when he puts his fork in the thick

si<ic the leg will not rock, but rest firmly on

the platter while he cuts slices across and down
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to the bone, and then runs the knife under

them aloiig the bone from right to left, freeing

the sliceB and bringmg them fcnwaid. When
leg and loin are served together the joints of

the lorn should first be cut off and a dmoe
of loin or leg offered.

Good carving of turk^r or other fowb is

impossible unless one learns to find the joints

quickly and separate them skilfully. The

order in which a bird is carved is a matter of

judgment. An excellent mettiod is the fol-

lowing: First remove the lower bone of the

legf cutting across and through the joint, next

separate the edge of the '^second joint'' (the

English call it the ''short bone of the 1^'')

from the body of the bird, then cut across be-

tween the ''second joint'* and the "side-

bone," fredng the whole joint, then insert the

point of the knife close to the "rmnp/' or

"Pope's nose," and cut from right to left, free-

ing the " side-bone '* from the backbone. Now
cut across the first wing joint, freeing the tip

of the wing, then around the shoulder, freeing

the rest of the wing from the body of the bird.

6
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The bieasi will now be easily carved, either

in thin slices fdlowing the genml oontour of

the breasti or ia narrow strq» cut vertically

to the bone, and in eith» case the cutting

should be doue leDglhwiae of the bird.

If it is desired to leave half tiie fowl un-

touched for luaother meal, proceed uo furtha:,

ezo^ to serve part of the stufBng. In large

birds the second joints and leg^ may be cut

in two peces.

If the whole bird is to be dissected all the

jomts may first be removed and the whole

l)rea^t then carved. The wish-bone may be

taken off by slipping the knife under it from

the top and cutting dowTi to the left. This

gives a choice piece.

After carving all the breast the breast-bone

is easily separated from the back, then the

should^blades may be lifted off and the back-

bone parted in the middle by finding just the

ri^t point for the knife. Small birds like

quail and pigeon, when not served whole, may
be cut in half. Loosen the top of the wish-

bone if it is difficult to cut through, insert the
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point of the oarver just behind it, and cut the

bird in two lengthwise to the end of the breast-

bone and alongside the backbone.

The breast of a roast goose or duck should

be cut lengthwise of the bird in nanx>w strips*

In serving fish, cut across. If broiled, it will

have been split down the back and laid open,

and can be cut through; if baked or boiled.

Hie fish will be in its natural shape, and its

back should lie away from the carver.

Unless the backbone is easily broken by the

silver fish-knife, first cut cross sections to the

backbone, lifting each to a plate with the flat

sOver slioer, adding a portion of stuffing, if

there be any* Before serving the lower half

of the fish remove the backbone to one side

of the platter.

A carver should not only serve each peraon

acceptably, but always keep the platter seem-

ly in appearance.
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Cate oc Carvers

Thkbb are carving-knives of various sises

ami styles fitted for special uses. If the pan-

try afford only three sets, a small poultry-knife

will answer for game and for steaks and cut-

kts as wen. Do not bring it to the table ex-

cept for these.

A §ood-eiied knife with broad, pliable blade,

and an edge like a razor, will csjrve all meats

eontaining no bone, and will cut veiy thin

slices. One of equal length, but with a very

firm blade, is required for cutting a ham and

other joints containing bone.

CarvingHscissoTB are much used in serving

poultry, and many persons handle tiiem with

grace and skill. When laying a table be care-

ful to choose the correct knife, and make sure

it has its own, not an odd, fork or steel.
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Carving-knives should he treated with profound

tesped; their real value is in their blades, and

whether their handles be costly or not, a good

blade is expensive and should last many years,

and improve with proper use.

On no aiscount should the edge of a carver

touch any hard substance. If you have cases

for them always put them in their cases. If

not, ask for a 8lip-<;ase of flannel or canton

flannel ioi each knife, so that when laid in a

drawer the edges may be protected. People

who carve well often prefer to sharpen their

own knives at table, but a waitress should

learn how to use the steel correctly.

Neoer use a carver ufdeas direded to do so,

and never aUow one to go to the kitchen. What

are known as French cook's knives come in

various sizes; one in your pantry will answer

all your usual needs in slicing meats for

lunches, and with care you can keep a

fine edge on it. Never cut bread with ii.

To do that injures the edge of a meat-

carver.

The rules given later for washmg and
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OTMKHig Ilbivw aiioold bt follow6d with

tcniftiiMU can m i^d to carveis.

4 '

Skairpm m Canimg4Bmfe

Gbhp fimly^ tfa8 ttiiiiiir of the steel i& yotir

left band with its point up and slanting slight-

^ lon^tfd aad to the lig^t^ the handle of the

knife in your right, with its cutting edge

tainyid to 1^ left, tj>e blade of the imif

e

« the fAeel in sneh manner that the h&fd of

the knife o^gs is flat against the steel and the

ImI eTfte Uttdfe near die pomt of the sted.

2>(ov draw the knife &ain heel to tipy across and

donni tlie flieel, oonstantly preflsing the sted

hard J^aittst it Bisg&iX the process, holding

oUnt aide of the knife on the under aide

oi the steel and alternate the motions until

Hit knife IB sharpened. With a little prac-

tice thk can be done xapid^ and skUfuliy.
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Care of Z)inindi«£ooin

A DINING-ROOM sliould contain a dining-

tablOi a ddeboardi one or more service-tablesi

and a number of chairs.

A screea to hide the paatry door is an agree-

able addition to the furniture^ and curtains

at the windowBi pictures on the walls, and

ornaments on the mantel^ with candelabra and

silver - service on the sideboard, are usually

found. If there is a fireplace there will be

brasses to care for, and one or more rugs will

lie on the floor, usually a larige one in the center

of the room. There may be cabinets contain-

ing fine china and glass. The dining-table will

stand in the middle of the room. To meet the

needs of different occamons its length will be

increased or diminished by iiiiserting or re-

moving its eactra leaves, which should be kept

r
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in their case in the butler's pantry, A service-

table may have one or more drop leaves, which

can be raised when necessary. Every morn-

ing windows must be thrown wide open, the

rugs lightly swept—always with, not against,

their nap—^the floor wiped with a dry cloth, and

all furniture and ornaments carefully dusted.

Once every week the room should be thor-

oughly cleaned. Close all drawers and doors;

open windows wide. Vacuum - cleaners are

now much 4n favor, and where they are used

it is not necessary to take the rug from the

room. Where a broom is used, unless the rug

can be removed to a yard for cleaning, sweep

its upper surface carefully, then roll it up,

brushing the under surface as you roU. Cover

the dining-table with a wide piece ofmuslin kept

for the purpose, carefully dust ornaments, and

place them on the table and cover with an-

other "sweeping sheet." Sweep the floor with

a long-handled hair brush. With a long-

handled feather duster brush curtain - poles

and tops of pictures. Now wipe the floor with

a dry or a wet cloth, depending upon the finish
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of the wood. Rub with the grain of the wood,

and do not leave lines or streaks.

The tiles or bricks of the fireplace may be

washed with warm water and ivory soap.

Brush down the walls with a broom covered

with a soft canton-flannel, bag, which must

be clean when you start. Shake the curtainSy

but do not wrinkle them. Dust the room with

great care with soft cheese-cloth or the new

"dustless dusters." Frequently shake your

dusters out of the wiudows. Do not forget

to wipe the tops of pictures, tiie moldmgs

over doors, the base-board| and the legs of

tables and chairsi as weQ as the parts more

easily seen.

Wash windows, gas or dectric globes, and

the glass doors of cabinets. When dusting

or washing the glass of pictures do not touch

the frames with your bare hand. Use a fresh

piece of cheese-cloth in your left hand—the
touch of thumb and fibiger often makes an

inejffaceable mark on gilt or wood frame.

When you liave finished dusting shake out

aud fold your ''sweeping sheets/' which cover
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onuanentB and the carved sideboaid or cabi-

nets. Wash your bands. Replace china and

ornaments*

Wipe the dining-table with a soft cloth and

ooU water, mb dry, and apply your polish.

K nec^^ary treat the other furniture in the

same way. Clean and replace the brasses.

Lay the rugs. Every morning before break-

fast the dining-room must be well aired and

thoroughly dusted. After each meal crumbs

must be brushed up from the rug.
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Cat€ of pantrfi

and order in your pantiy will in

great measure depend upon the way you dear

your table. If you look upon your pantry as

a duinpng-groundy then dirt and disorder will

be inevitable. But, on the contrary, if you

consider it a workshop, to be kept shipshape^

you will avoid these dangers. "Shipshape"

means having a place for everything and eveiy-

thing in its right place.

Make up your mind where, each time you

clear a table, you wish to put things—where

your silver, which is the best place for your

heavier china, and the safest for your delicate

Itteces.

When these places are well chosen, remem*

ber and adhere to them.

Have ayellow bowl or agate piul large enough

r
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to hold all broken Ints and Bciapings from

dishes. Be careful to wash, scald, and diy it

alter each meal* Do not use tin; it is not

cleanly, for a piece of lemon or tomato may
rust it, and it will soon become disagreeable.

Do not b^in washing dishes until you have

put away the food for which you are respon-

sible and sent to the cook that for which she

must care, nor until you have arranged every-

thing in order. This does not waste time; it

saves it.

Empty every glass, cup, bowl, pitcher,

coffee or tea pot, and kettle. As you emply

each, nnse with cold water aiiy that have held

milk or cream, also the tea or coffee pots.

Scald the teakettle, wipe dry, and place it

without its cover where it can air until you

are through. With a crust of bread from the

broken bits wipe out fine china dishes or silver

ladles that may be thick with grease, scrape

off heavier plates carefully, and put all of one

sort together.

Have some large, cheap pitchers or jars

filled with warm watei^in one stand steel
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knives without letting ivoiy or pearl handles

touch the water, in others all your flat silver.

Never put steel knives with sUver; they

scratch it. Keep a pan and brush at hand,

and if food is dropped on your pantiy floor

take it up at once. Then you will have one

greasy spot instead of long streaks to scour

out. When you have finished washing dishes

always leave your paa and sink perfectly

clean. To do this takes but a few minutes

if it is thoroughly done each time they are

used. Once a week use to wash down the

pipes a strong solution of sal-soda and water

that is boiling hot. Never leave soiled towels

lying in your pantry. After each meal wash

out those you have used^ snap them smooth,

and hang them to dry. Later, when almost

dry, fold them smoothly and pile them neatiy,

putting a weight on them if convenient.

For the daily washing you may use a little

borax or dilute anmionia if permitted; but

good hot water and good soap are sufficient.

Once a week all towels that have been used

should be thoroughly washedy scaldedi and
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ironed. You need besh ones each time for

glass aud iiue china. Do not let your pile of

treAk ones get exhausted before you have other

fresh ones to take their place. Be especially

careful to Iceep your salad-dotfas pure and

clean; do not wash in the same water with

dish-towels.

Keep your pantry shelves well dusted, every

drawer dean aud in order. Keep salad-dotfas,

disb-towelsy dustingHdothSy and hand-towels

each by themselves. Do not mix your silver-

cleaning material and brushes with the Bath-

brick or emery for your knives. Be sure that

brooms and long dusters are hung, not stand-

ing on the floor. Always remember that

^'shipshape" means a place, for eveiything

and everything in its place. ,
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inasbfng Diabes

To wash disheSy silvery and knives, there

are needed a clean sink, plenty of hot water,

ivory soap^ or some other kind without much

soda in it, two dish-pans or cedar tubs, a dish-

drainer, dish-cloths, dish-mops, a soapnshaker,

a cake of sapolio, a bottle of dilute ammonia,

a neat small board on which to lay each knife

as you scour it with Bath-brick or emery

powder, and plerUy of dean, dry toweb. Put

your mind on your work and prepare your

dishes as directed in the previous chapter. In

one pan have clean hot water for rinsing, in

the other make a suds not too sbxog. Too

miLch soap quickly takes color and gilding off

from ddna.

Never leave soap lying in the water,

B^;in_witb the gtoss, and see that every
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l^ass 18 emptied before you begin to wash.

Cold water in one, some milk in another,

daiet in another, will soon make the water

unfit to wash anything. The rule for glass

holds good for cups and pitchers. When a
pitcher or tumbler has been used for milk or

cream rinse it first with cold water and you

will have no trouble in cleansing it. For

washing tumblers, cups, and pitchersi use a

mop, but use it thoroughly. It should be

kept for this especial use, scalded and shaken

out when hung to dry.

After the glass take the cups and saucers,

dessert-plates, and such other things as are

the least soiled. Wash, rinse, lay them on the

drwier and wipe promptly; that is to say,

wash your glass and dry it, then your cups

and saucers and dry them, and so on. Be

sure that each piece when it leaves your hand

is perfectly clean and dry. When these pieces

are wiped and put away make a fresh hot suds

for your silv^. A little baking - soda (bicar^

bonate of soda), not washing-soda (sai-soda),

added to this water helps to keep Hie olver
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bright. Look to sec whether any spoon or

fork is tarnished by egg or other stain^ and if

so do not put it away for the weekly cleaning,

but remove the stain at once. It can be done

in a moment by rubbing with a little whiting

wet with water*

Spread a clean towel on which to lay your

silver as you dry it; this protects it from

getting scratched and hdps you to handle it

without noise. Do not jumble spoons and

forks together, but sort them as you wipe,

laying each piece with others of its set. This

will save you much time and prevents the

bruising or bending of silver. When the silver

is dried put it away at once that it may not

be spattered by the washing of other things.

Silver, copper, or brass trays used at any meal

should be washed with the silver axid as regu-

larly. You cannot use a tray without leaving

finger-marks on it, though you may not notice

other soil. Wash the bottoms of your trays,

too. Watch the insides of your tea and coffee

pots and your pitchers. Sediment from boil-

ing water or stains from chocolate can easily

7
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be lemoved the fiist day; after that at least

twice the time will be needed to efface them.

If clear water or hot soi^HSuds will not do

it, use a little baking-soda or borax, then rinse

very thoroughly with hot water.

When you come to your dishes wash one

kind at a time, taidng hist the cleaner ones.

Change the waters whenever soiled; do not

fill your pan so full that it slops over.

Never leave eoap lying in Ihe waier.

Never on any account leave dishes lying in

the water while you go to attend to something

elsewhere. To do so injures gilding and color-

ing, and, as the water cools, any grease in it

settles on the china and makes it harder to clean.

Never put a lot of didiee in your paru

If you put in a pile of dinner plates, a cup

and saucer, a ptcher and a sauce-boat, and

you find when you are through that the cup is

broken, the pitcher cracked, a handle is off

the sauce-boat^ and a chip out of a large plate,

do not report that you could not prevent these

accidents. It is not true; such things are not

accidents, they are the result of a careless and
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slovenly method of washing dishes. When
you have formed the habit of sorting your

dishes carefully as directed and washing them

in the order given, changing your water when-

ever soiled and using clean dish-mop)s, clean

dish-cloths, and clean towels, you will find that

you can work more rapidly if you have one

tumbler or cup and saucer, one plate or dish,

in your pan at a time than if you have several

there at once. There is a good reason for

washing dishes of one kind together aside

from the question of cracking and chip-

ping. When they are washed and dried they

are ready to put away, without further sort-

ing, and so again time is saved. When you

have wiped a large platter take it at once to

its rack or place in the pantry closet.

Do not let your washing or your rinsing

water get cold; but for very delicate china or

glass it must not be too hot, lest the first con-

tact crack the tumbler or cup.

When your dishes are all put away, wash and

clean your steel knives and your carvers.

Never let pearl, ivory, or bone handles lie in

Google
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ifnoter. Hold one or two knives at a time in

your left haud as you wash theiUi and lay ou

your draining-board ao that the water will

not run back on the handles. Have a small

board on which to scour your knives; lay them

flat so as not to loosen the handles by bending,

and to enable you to scour the whole blade

without danger of cutting your hand. Maids

who persist in holding the handle high while

scouring usually leave black streaks on the

blade near the cutting edge. Use Bath-brick

or emery powder moistened with a little water

and applied with a small cloth or a large cork.

Do not use sapolio; it does not dean as quickly

and scratches the steel.

There are patent knife-cleaners and other

modem conveniences which may be found in

some pantries; but many are costly and easily

ruined by careless handling. You need to

prove yourself expert and careful before ask-

ing to have them added to your pantry.

When your dishes are all wiped and put

away, wash up everything pertaining to your

sink; your dish-cloths and dish-towels, your
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dish-drainer, your pans and the sink itself,

wring your dish-cloths very dry, shake out and

hang where the air can sweeten them—^the

mop should have been, so hung as soon as

you finished using it. If you have prepared

and washed your dishes according to the di-

rections given, the drain-pipe of your sink

will not now be clogged by bits of bread and

bone, nor will your sink be Uttered by leaves

of salad and pieces of meat. It will be almost

as easily cleaned as your dish-pans. It should

always be kept clean for the sake of health as

well as neatness, for foul grease easily breeds

germs of disease. Your dilute ammonia, your

borax or sal-soda, all are to be used as occasion

requires; but remember that plenty of very

hot water and soap and continual careful

cleaning on your own part are the most im*

portant means of keeping all parts of your

pantry in its proper condition.

After each meal at which they have been

used wash spoons from salt-cellars and mus-

tard-pots; silver is blackened by mustard

always, and by salt in hot or damp weather.
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Clean the outaides and, if necessaryi the insides

of oil and vinegar craetSi salt, pepper, and

mustard pots, and the plate on which they

stand. Mix mustard fresh and smooth and

leave these thing9 in perfect readiness for use.

Follow the same rule as to all table lamps.

Never wait to put them in order until they are

needed. To clean the inside of decanters,

carafes, or cruets, put in cider-vinegar and salt,

or warm soapHSuds and a tablespoonful of shot

(vinegar is best to cut oil), shake well, and when

dean rinse thoroughly. The shot may be

rinsed, dried, and kept for use. If obliged to

use the bottles before you can dry them, rinse

last with a spoonful of ^oin^alcohol. Never

forget that wood -alcohol is, and denatured

alcohol may Zf^, poisonous. They should not

come near food, nor be used in cleaning silver

nor other metals.

To clean chamois-skins used for polishing,

wash in warm soap-suds, rub gently till clean,

rinse in tepid waters, having a very Uttle soap

in the last; when partly dry rub and stretch

gently till pUaUe like new skins.
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Care ct SUm and Qtba OktalB

Once every week your silver should be

thoroiigbly polisbecL There will be a n^gular

time allotted for this, and where there 18 a

large quantity in daily use the large pieces,

such as coffee and tea service, eake-bsskets,

etc., may be done one day and the iiat lulver

(forksi knives, spooDs, etc.) on another.

Lay the pieces out in an orderly mamier,

nib them over, first using the jeweler^s soap

you may be given for that purpoBe, or, what m
equally good and less expensive, ^'French

whiting" wet with water, with weak ammonia

and water, or with ^iwn-aJcohol, noi demUired

nor wood alcohol. Rub it on with small, soft

cloths, usiug a silver brush to apply it to

carved or embossed work* Rub well—to clean

and polish—^then wash thorcnighly in hot

water witii Ivory soap. Be sure you get all
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the powder out of the raised traceiy and
filigree work; rinse in clean hot water and
poliah with a dean brush and clean chamois-
skin. For cleaning brass and copper many
things are sold in the shops; but nothing is

better than pure cider-vinegar warmed with
salt. K after that you rub dd brass andirons
or cundk8ticks with a little ''rotten stone''
wet with olive oil, and then polish with whit-
ing and good hard rubbing, they will look
better and remain clean much longer thwi when
cleaned with the usual acid liquors sold for
that purpose. For brass with a French lacquer
hot soap - suds or a little kerosene on a soft

cloth are all that should be used.

Articles of old Benares brass, which is

lacquered with gold, should have applied with
a soft brush a paste of cream-of-tartar mixed
with lemon -juice. First wash the article,

cover with paste, let remain not more than

five minutes, because acids injure the lacquer.

Wash thoroughly with clean warm water and
a soft brush, dry carefully with soft chamois-

skm or cheese-cloth.
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To polish furniture a mixture of one-third

grain" -alcohol (not wood nor denatured

alcohol) and two-thirds olive oil will be found

more satisfactory than oil and turpentine.

Antique carved woods may be brushed veiy

clean with a small painter's brush, and then

with another brush saturated with kerosene,

or the alcohol and olive oil may be applied if

the wood will absorb it without remaining

sticky. Hardwood floors that have been at

first treated only with beeswax dissolved in

turpentine should have that mixture^ and not

crude oil applied to freshen them. Cheese-

cloth is considered by many to be better than

flannel for cleaning and polishing. Turpen-

tine used alone will dean the floors on which

little black lumps of wax may have formed

because the mixture was too thick when ap-

plied. Silicon is more apt to scratch silver

than is the French whiting which our grand-

mothers used. Soften with "grain"-alcohol

or water, or weak ammonia and water. Wood-

alcohol should never be used on metal.



XV

Ejebosens oil lamps are either a source of

great pleasure or of perpetual tonnent.

Any one who washes dishes accordmg to the

direetions given will not have to be told to

have always a spotless chimney and no oil

on the outdde of jais.

To prevent oil from oozing over the top of

the buniery turn the wick down after the light

is out.

Bvb the wicksi do not cut them. A new wick

must be started right. Loose threads should

be dipped off to start with; but when once in

shape the necessity for dipping will be very

rare. A wick ought to be put in several hours

before using, so that it may be thoroughly

saturated with oil. When a lamp has been

burned, if one part is a little higher than the
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other parts it will char first, and, when well

charred) can be rubbed off to the level of the

rest. A bit of soft paper, a nail-brush, or,

beet of all, the unbroken finger of a glove,

will do this successfully.

Be sure that no bit of charred mck or

burned fly or moth is left in the lower part of

the burner. There is danger of these igniting

and setting fire to the oil in the reservoir. A
clean, unbroken lamp is not dangerous*

If a lamp has been left standing with a lit-

tle oil in, it should not be Ughted until Med
and the burner carefully wiped. It is possible

that gas may have formed, making the lamp,

as it stands, unsafe to li^t before refilling.

To start the circular wick of a large lamp,

like the'Rochest^, put anew wick in the burn-

er, and saturate thoroughly with oil that part

of the wick that is above the burner, which is

best done by holding wick and edge of burner

upside down in a shallow cup of oil. Put the

burner in the lamp, but have no ail in the lamp,

light the wick and put the chimn^ on« Let

the oil bum out of the wick. This method
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chaiB the wick so that it can be rubbed down

to a smooth, evm surface. The objection to

this is the odor from the burning wick; but

the time necessary to do it is short, and an

open window can be arranged without having

enough draught to break the ctiimney; and

a wick started rightly can be kept clean.

When a lamp is first lighted, leave the flame

low until the metal of the burner is heated,

then turn as high as possible without smoking.

This secures a ckar, steady flame.

To clean burners, boil in water in which

sal-soda has been dissolved. Put one tea-

spoonful to each quart of water.

To prevent chimneys from cracking, put

them before using into a large pan and cover

them with cold water. Bring the water slow-

ly to a boil. Take the pan off of the fire and

' let tiie chimneys cool slowly in the water.

If the brass catches of a burner are too

tight, the chimney will break as it expands

with the heat. These catches are easily

loosened without injuring the lamp.

Alcohol lamps for kettles and chafing-dishes
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must be kept perfectly clean. The wicks must

sometimes be renewed before they are burned

out. The questioHi What is the matter with

the lamp? may often be solved by putting a

fresh wick in the place of one that has become

clogged.

This is very often true of oil lamps. There

is more or less paraffin in oil, which fills the

wick and prevents combustion.

All alcohol lamps which are in daily use

should be filled and cleaned aft^ each meal

and the cap screwed on to prevent wasteful

evaporation; but no alcohol lamp which has

hmg been closed should be lighted untQ the

wick-tube has been lifted out that any ac-

cumulated gas may be set free and eicplosion

prevented.
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General mules

Thb air of a dimng-room must be fresh and

not too warm. Furniture must be free from

dust. Table-clotbs must be laid straight and

smooth. Service-tables must be protected from

heat by heavy canton flannel or asbestos under

a linen cover. Napkms must be folded simply,

and not in fanciful shapes. The cutting edge

of a knife must be turned toward the plate;

bowls of spoons and tines of forks turned up.

Knives and spoons must be placed at the right

of the plate; forks at the left. Place knives and

forks in the order in which th^ are to be used;

the first one used on the outside.

AU glasses must be placed on the right.

Napkins and bread-and-butter plates must

be placed at the left.

PliJn dinner-cards are placed on the napkin.
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Fancy ones used for birthdays or the hke may
be placed above the plate.

Extra plates, glasses, knives^ forks, and

spoons should be in readiness on the sideboaid

or service-table.

Such things as mustard, vinegari etc., which

may be wanted, should be in readiness on the

service-table or in the pantry.

Cover service-trays with linen doilies, and

have fresh ones at hand to replace any be-

coming soiled during a meal.

Filtered water, ice, and extra bread or rolls

should always be at hand in the pantry dur-

ing the meal.

Bread must be freshly cut.

Water must be fresh and cool.

Glasses for water must be kept filled.

Butter must not be served so soon as to

become soft.

Soup must be hot.

Tmrapin, creamed oysters, and thick soups

are served in smaU soup-plates, and require

dessertHspoons or small soupnstpoons. At an

informal luncheon the bouillon or bisque served
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in bouiUon bowls or cups may be on the table

when luncheon is announced. At a formal

luncheon each bowl should be brought on a

salver and placed after the guests are seated.

To serve oysters or clams on the half-shell

place four to six ou a cold piale with a quarter

of lemon in the center.

A waitress is responsible for the proper heat-

ing of dishes before they are brought to the

table.

A meal must not be announced until every-

thing is ready which is or may be needed.

Having everything in its proper place, know-

ing exactly what to do and how to do it, makes

serving easy for the waitress and comfortable

for those she serves.

Any dish from which a person at table helps

himself should be offered at the left. In offer^

ing a dish of food be sure its spoon and fork

are on the side toward the person to be served.

Hold the dish conveniently near, and not too

high. Do not let handle of fork or spoon be-

come soiled by lying across the food.

Never hold any dish so that the thumb or
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finger can run over the edge of thedish. Hold

laxge dishes on the palm of the left hand, small

ohes on a salver.

In removing a course, food must be taken

first; first the platter, then the carving cloth

or mat, then the vegetables and sauces, then

plates at the covers^ peppers, salts, etc.

To remove a carving-cloth, fold quickly, then

lift to a salver on your left hand.

Everything relating to one course only and

not required for a later one must be removed

before servii^ another course.

Never put one plate or dish on top of an-

other while one stands on the table. In the

pantry plates and dishes must never be piled

together so that china rests on pieces of sil-

ver.

Work in the pantry should be as nearly

noiseless possible.

A waitress must not leave the dining-room

until she is sure there is nothing more for her

to do.

A waitress must learn:

To stand straight.

8
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To Btep lightly and quieUy.

To dress neatly.

To ke^ her body, teeth, and fingeMiaihi

clean and her hair tidy.

To cloee a door mthoat noise.

To take proper care of a dining-room, pan-

try, china, glassi silYer, farafls, lamps, and pol-

ished wood.

To handle dishes and silyer in a quiet man-

ner; to never let kBives or silver fall from

piate or tray. To serve a guest without

touching him or his chair.

To cany dishes without having them touch

her dress.

To treat carvers with great care.

To sharpen carvers.

To remove crumbs perfectly.

To cut bread.

To make butter-bails.

To dress salads.

To make sandwiches.

To make coffee, tea, and chocolate.

To serve wines.

Aside from themm routine of servmg meab
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there are many things it is desirable for a

waitress to know.

The scope of this book does not admit of

giving many directions for preparing fruitSi

celery as relish or salad, making various sand-

wiches and salad-dressingS; stoning olives^ etc.

These should be learned from cook-books and

practised imtil perfection is attained.

Sandwiches should be very thin and evenly

cut, and the iiiling not so near the edges as

to soil the fingers.

Butter should not lie in ice-water^ but on a

plate or in a jar by the ice.

Butter-paddles should be kept very clean

and cold, so that butter-balls may not look

ragged, but firm and handsome.

Oeam, miiki and butter should have a sepa-

rate ice-box, or at least a separate compart-

ment in onci as they quickly absorb odors from

vegetables or oth^ foods. More tiian is to

be used should not be taken from the ice-box

at one time. Frequent chaoges of temperar

ture quickly ruin the flavor of butter or cream.

Green salads must be made perfectly dry
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without bruising the leaves; a wet salad de-

stroys its dresshig.

Celery for saiad should be cut lengthwise

sereral times, and then across in inch-and-ap

half lengths. Both it and green salads should

be crisped by being laid, after drying, ik a

salad-cloth on the ice.

Pineapple should nerer be cut, but shredded

with a silver fork, sugared, and put in the ice-

box a day before using to draw out the juice

and enrich the flavor. Sections of grape-fruit

or orange td be used for salad cnr compote

should be erdirely free from the white integu-

ment. With a sharp silver-plated knife^ peel

the fruit so as to disclose without wasting the

pulp. Leaveonadishintheice-boxforsome

hours, or all night. When cold the white in-

tegument becomes like sti£E paper, and the

tlsmx of the pulp is improved. Hold the fruit

in the left hand, run the silver knife -blade

close to thfe left ride of a section of pulp,

then at the right, and the whole section can be

lifted out;

Cucumbers for salad should have only a thin
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peeling removed and the slices made with a

sharp knife, that they may be extremely thin.

They should not lie in salt or water, but be

crisped in a cloth on ice. Tomatoes used for

very firm, should not be placed

in the bowl until they are to be dresikiU. Their

juice weakens the dressing.

A waitres^D i>hould study the flavors of differ-

ent vin^ars—cider, tarragon, malt, white

wine, and others—that she may vary her

salad - HrpaftingH hv their use. as well as bv

lemcm-juice; and she should learn to suit each

salad-dressing to the dinner of which it forms

a part, making it rich or piquant, as the other

dishes may demand.

Cheeses like pineapple and Edam should have

a scalloped piece cut from the top with a strong

cheese-scoop. Let one scallop turn up, then

it will be ea^sy to ht the lid each time. Cheese

should be served on a folded napldn on the

plate. If the whole cheese is brought to table,

it should be wrapped m a napkin if the rind is

scarred or oily; but, if not, the red or golden

cheese looks attractive on a table. Crean^
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oheeaeB served plain, need, or in balls made
with butter-paddles, are served on glass or

china without a napkin* Bleed and piled on

one side of a double dish with Bar-le-duc on

the other, it makes a handsome and luscious

accompaniment to a green salad.

To preserve a section cut from a large cheese

wrap it in a cloth wet with cider-vinegar or

Rhine wine.

The jar for bread should be kept perfectly

dean and weU aired, and free from Male pieces.

A bread-board and knife in the pantry should

be kept expressly for slicing bread and cake,

and not too much should be cut at one time.

A waitress should know how to make toast and

tea well. To make good tea it is essential

ibai water should be bailing and freshly boiled,

that the pot should be clean, dry, and hot, and

that the water should not stand on the leaves

more than five pr dx minutes; on some kinds

of tea not so long.
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VlsetvA Suodestiottd

In order to do any work in the best manner,

it is necefisaiy that one should be strong and

well. To become strong and to keep well

some simple rules must be understood and

eardfully fdlowed. One may be blessed with

good health, but no constitution can stand the

strain upon it when the ways and means for

preventing fatigue and disease are disregarded.

To keep good health it will be necessary to

form carefully and to continue steadily nice

habits of personal cleanliness*

Personal cleanliness includes more than
mm111

the teeth, clean. It includes keeping one's

sleeping-ioom sweet and fresh, and airing the

bed thoroughly every morning. To spread

up a bed a few minutes after one is out of it
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may give to the room an air of neatne^, but

it folds into the bedding the dose air of the

night instead of letting it all go out of the

windowi to be replaced by the freshness of the

morning.

And deanHnm means more than a clean

gomn and dean collar and cuffs. One of the

first things for a waitress to consider is her sup-

ply of underclothing. She will see the necessity

of fresh white or print dresses with neat white

collan and large plain white aprons for morn-

ing work, and a neat black costumei white

collars and cuffs, and a dainty apron for after-

noons; but she may be thoughtless at first

about underclothing. Yet to keep dean, and

by keeping clean promote good health, npth-

ing is more important than to be able to change

underclothing whenever she feels the need ^
domg so. And in dothing, stockings are an

important item. It is restful to change shoe§;

but more restful to change bqth shoes and

stockings. The warm, tired foot is very grate-

ful for the clean, smooth stocking before it

begins its round about the evening diiung-table.
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Sboee for house wear must be thoroughly

cqmfortabl^, and shoes for out-of-doors must

give a fim support to the feet, oud at the same

time protect them from the wet and cold. To

buy f^eap shoes is uot real economy. A shpe

to be worth buying should be well made and

fit comfortably. Such a shoe will outwear two

or three pairs of the cheap ones which areshowy

but poorly made.

To preserve health it is very important to

have a sufficient amount of sleep. Girls some-

times say that they need only a little sleep,

and are never tired except just before they get

UP in the morning. But one ought not to feel

tired in the morning just before gettii^g up.

Sle^ should be long enough to refresh both

mind and body, and care should be taken tp

insur0 tbe necessary amount.

It may seem at first as if regulation of hours

js beypnd the cpntrol of one who is serving

other persons; but in this, as in many other

things, piuch depends upon the worker and

the manner in which she performs her work.

U the hours of waiting are ended early sh^
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must go to bed early, for die will be requiied

to be up betimes in the morning. If she has to

wait late at night, it is not likely that she will

be required to be up too early in the morning,

provided her work is carefully done sStet die

ia up. If she loses health and strength be-

cause of too little sleep, it will sometunes be on

account of sitting up late, as many say they

do, to read exciting novels; or, when she has

evenings out, crowding as much exercise and

excitement into one evening as ought to go

to the enjoyment of a dozen.

It is said, too, that the matter of meals is

beyond control; but this is oft^ not so.

Many a lady has taken the greatest pains to

arrange proper meals for the maids in her em-

ploy, and have them served at an earlier hour

than those of the family. In this case a

waitress does not have to stand with an empty

stomach passmg food which makes her fed

faint and ill, she scarcely knows why. The

idea that a hasty meal taken at intervals from

the remains of a late dinner is better than a

plainer one nicely served and eaten at leisure
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is one of the greatest mistakes that can be

made; yet it is oonstaQtly made many of

those to whom the choice is given of having

meals before or after waiting upon the table.

Many employers are more than ready to

arrange for the comfort of maids in this and in

other matters. When they are not, it must

be remembered that they have been too long

and too sorely tried by ignorant and unappre-

ciative help to hope at hrst that the new order

of intelligent and thoroughly trained wai-

tresses is going to be any better than those

who have preceded them in the household*

With good health it is easier to break up

bad habits and form better ones than when

one has to give valuable time and attention

to bodily aihnents.

A habit too easily formed, and one which

should be at once broken up, is that of listen*

ing to what is said at table, instead of con-

centrating attention upon the waiting. Not
that there is any harm in listening to good

conversation; but if while listening one misses

the softly spoken "Bread, please," or "Will
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you fill my glaasf" and has to be recalled to

her duty by the mistFess of the house, some

marka have oertainly been lost from a p^eel
record.

Elderly persons should not be neglected,

but should be especially considered at meals.

Qfteu some little thing from the adeboard,

not cared for by the rest of the family, may be

desired by them. A little forethought will

provide from the service-table the vinegar or

ceieiy salti or whatever it may be, and no

unneoessaiy interruption to the meal peed be

made.

At breakfast and luncheon a waitress may
add much to every one's comfort by keeping

a watchful eye on the {dates of the children.

A hungry child is somethnes apparently ui^-

reaaonable without bdng naughty. One child

may be forbidden maple-syrup on bis cereal

apd lUlowed sugar. If the sugar be not pro-

vided, and he sees the others eatmg syrup,

whiph he loves but may not have, it is almost

too much to expect that he will wait patiently

until his needs a^e remembered.
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Waiting is a department of woman^s work

^hieh is capable of being ndsed to s high*

er standard. The women who will improve

this depaartment are those who appreciate

the necessity of good health and who will

use every means in their power to secure

health and to keep it. They are women who

will learn thoroughly the duties they have

elected to perform. They will train hand and

foot to do their instant biddmg. They will

train the eye so that nothing in the daily

routine will be left undone^ and so that noth-

ing outdde of it which may add to the general

comfort will escape their notice.

A waitress who is interested in making her

table attractive for luncheons or dinners may
not ovfy ffve pleasure to othm^ but keep her-

self from getting tired of the daily routine, and

if she handles with care old ^pergnes and

candelabra, choice bits of glass or silver, she

will be allowed to use them more often, anci

can by different arrangements produce a

variety of agreeable ^ects. On one elegant

table I know the butler sometimes lays be-
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tween the small vases of flowers around the

central jar some very ornamental rilyer

spoons; at another I have seen exquisitely

hand-wrought silver birds from five to seven

inches long and perfectly simulating real birds

—a woodcock, a pheasant, a jungle-fowl, a

peacock. These works of art are pleasing to

the eye, and suggest charming topics of con-

versation by reminding the guests that their

host and hostess have traveled in many lands

and may have brought these ornaments from

Holland or from India.

A waitress should learn to arrange flowers

tastefully in vases inrooms as well as for table

decorations, studying simple and artistic effects

rather than display, and remembering that

flowere with a strong fragrance are not in the

best taste for the table.

Flowers should have fresh water each day.

Cutting an inch off the stems and adding a

little salt to the water will refresh roses.

Poppies can be kept from drooping, and tulips

from opening, by putting the first in ahnost

hot soapy water, the last in water that is tepid.
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In laying mpty plates place them so that

the decoration on them is a pleasure to the

guest. This it cannot be if houses aie stand-

ing on their chimneys or trees and hgures of

people are l3nng on their sides.

Service-plates are now commonly used not

only at dinner and luncheoui but at breakfast

where fruit is not first served^ and even under

tiie fruit -plate. Th^ are sometimes r^

moved when the entr(^e or roast is brought,

but are often left until the salad course.

They may be of the same china as that used

for the rest of the meal, but are often very

rare and costly. In this case their centers

may be protected by doilies of fine linen, lace,

or drawn-work, on which other plates may
rest without injury and without noise. Occar

sionally a hostess possesses various sets of

service-plates, some edged with gold, others

with red, green, or pmk, enabling her to cany

out various schemes of color in the adornment

of her table with plates matching floweiSi

candle-shades, and eml)roideries.

A waitress will find that in some households
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she wiB be instructed always to serve fiist the

guest of hoBori who at a ladies' luncheon sits

at the right of hor hostess; at a dinner, at the

right of her host. If a man, he takes the right

of his hostess, but should not be served before

a lady. In some houses all the ladies are

served before any of the men; ih some the lady

at the host's right, then the next guest whether

man or womah, and so on arbund the tablb.

In still other houses the hosted is always first

served. There are good reasons for this ciis-

tom, and many well-bred women follow it;

but the rule is not always looked upoh with

favor. It is taken for granted that any oiie

asked to dine at another's house, and es*

pecially if seated in the place of lionor^ will be

acquainted with the usages common among

people of breeding; and, while it fe true that

customs in our various States diiier somewhat^

real discomfort rarely falls upon a guest if

the waitress understands her business. A
careless waitress, however, has beeti known to

pass a dish to the guest of honor and all around

the table, each giiest in turn declinhig it,
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leaving the hostess to discover that no spoon

was ojfi t|^6 pi^^t^ter. I{ the hostess had b^en

first served this tmpleasantness would have

beea avoided. But| had the waitress been

quick-witted and abservara s|ie would I^tve seen

why the food was declined. Another reason

for serving the hostess first |s that novelties

in food and service are often introduced, and

although if the waitress properly lays spoons

and forks, there need be no doubt as to which

belongs to a course, yet it is true that i^ot

every one who travels goes jbo the East> and

not ^very que who may be entertained by
Eastern dignitaries cares to introduce Eastern

methods in her bouse; but if a lady does choose

on occasion to follow a Turkish custom, and,

instead of h^vii^g hnger-bowis laid, sends ^
mmd arouiid the table with a large gold or

silver bowl of rose-water, i|i which guests are

expected to dip the tips of theur fipgerp ai^d

wipe them an embroidered and pear}-

friiiged towel, or if, as is done in China, she

should send around a large bowl of rare por-

oelaifi am) a mmiber of sqi^U r|chly eml^n^d-*
9
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ered towels, the hostesB need not be surprised

if her guests are a bit puzzled how to proceed.

She would do well to direct that the bowl be

brought first to her, as she may be the only

one at hex table knowing how it should be

used.

An honed waitress will never consider ab-

smoe of guests an excuse for carelessness in

laying or serving a table. She will do her

daily work in a mann^ to show that she takes

pride in it and respects both her mistress and

herself* If she is both honest and self-respect-

ing she will not be unclean or untidy in her

work, h^ person, or h^ dothing.

To make herself expert she must continually

study her work and not be easily content with

what she akeady knows. She must be equal

to emergencies^ and not disturbed by unex*

pected interruptions to, nor occasional irreg-

ularities in, her routine. She must be con-

siderate and obliging, and in return she will

win confidence and kmdness from those she

serves.

An expert waitress will be prompt in an-
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sweriug the front-door bell, and will open the

door wide enough for a caller to walk in or

have her question answered comfortably and

hospitably. This cannot be if the waitress

opens the door on a crack only and stands

blocking the way. If the hostess is in the

drawing-room the maid should read the card

of the caller^ unless the name has been given,

and should announce the name quietly but in

a dear voice. Especially should she learn to

do this well at an afternoon tea.

When receiving verbal or telephone mes-

sages for any member of the household, she

should be very exactj at once write down the

message correctly, and remember to deliver

it promptly.

She should know how to r^Diove and assiSit

in putting on a lady's cloak or rubbers.

The one thing most important for ev^
waitress to remember is that rules are useless

unless her mind is upon her work and she in-

tends to make it as perfect as po^ible.
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Tn CQUklort of a bame is lAi|ge(y iafluemsed

lif the naiuiar in vUdi m wutaasB does ber

work. The more ' esperf she is the more

valuable do her aermeB beoome and with the

greater ease can she perform her duties. Into

whatever home she goes she is eogafpBd to do

certain thin^ for which she is paid the wages

she asks* It may be that she is to be not only

waitress, but parlor-maid or chambermaid as

wd), and if only one oth» maid is employod

she may assist with fine laundry, cook, as well

as s^vtt dinners on the cook's days out, sweep

piaszas and clean the brasses on the front door;

and though doing all these things she may have

a podtion really easier than if she were waitress

only in a large household. If she has a sensible

outlook on life she will be ^ad of an oppor-
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tunity to learn all she can of the various

btanchte bf household work, that sh^ ttiay hb

the better fitted to care for her own home

wheh dhe fihail have cnl^. A waitr^ dhoUld

not conclude that a lady is either ignorant or

old-fashioned because she has her table Served

in what seems to the maid an unusual manner.

If small dishes and teaspoons are uded for

pease or toniatoes not cooked dry enough to

serve on the plate, it only goes to show that

a lady may prefer tb guide her household in

that, as well as other matters, more by her

individual taste and common s^ise thah by

the latest dictates of fashion; abd it is the duty

of A inaid to do what is wished by hei* present

employer, even though a former one ordered

her household quite diff^^tly.

When a waitress has made a contract which

is satisfactory to hets^f and to hex empldyer,

she will need to adapt herself to her new

stthroundingB, as she must not expect that

they will in ail things adapt themselves -to

her*

The first thing to which she may have to
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wdup/L beneif k the fact that she is not looked

upon as a person in whom one can repose per*

feet confideoee. But she must lemember that

waitresses of the old order have in many cases

abueed their poeitioni that they have sent too

much china and outclass to the ash-barrel

for any owner of such valuable articles to con-

sider these and oth^ bdonglngs safe in new

hands.

A waitrasB wfll, if possible, go into a new

home in the morning, and not attempt a din-

ner until she has had time to take the bearings

of dining-room and pantry.

She will make some haste with the luncheon

dishes if she would like to make a list of all

chipped c^i^A- and glasSi iwd of all silver that

is marred. The lady of the house will be ex-

pecting questions^ and should make them

possible by showing where all pieces are

kept which she wishes to have used. If ob-

jection be made, it is only necessary for the

waitress to say modestly but hrmly that if

she is to be held responmble for all breakage

she would like such a list. The good sense of
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this will at once be apparent and full oppor-

tunity given.

When iinishedi a copy of the list should be

taken to the lady of the house, that she may
compare it with the original and so avoid

any mistake.

Next to making a list of the dishes should

come a thorough study of the pantry. This

it will not be possible to make all in one day.

The new waitress will not be discouraged by

anything that may be in the pantry, for what

seems a defect the first day may prove a merit

the next. Some things cannot be changed.

The window, the sink, the shelves for dishes,

are fixtures, and these are some of the things

to which she must adapt herself. There are

other things which may be made to adapt

themselves to the new-comer.

When she finds something which she would

like to have changed she should make a note

of it, and not feel sure that she is right until

she has tested it well. She should go on making

notes until she has put down eveiythmg which

in her judgment seems necessary. The list
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ribcmld then be weD studied, and anything

which cannot be remedied ^ouid be crossed

off.

When she has been in the house long enough

to know whether she is likely to please, wheh

she has at least sliown that she understands

htf buaneBS, die will show the list to her em-

ployer and tell her what things she would like

to have in ord» to make hex workinore con-

venient. Possibly a lady may consider her

pantry already perfect and be annoyed by any

suggestion; but it is more than likely that she

will be gratihed to hnd that she has some ohe

in her employ who really cates how and by

what means the work is done.

If the lady be a bui^ person she may imag-

ine that some of these requests are unneces-

saiy, and therefore tmreasonable; but she will

go iuto the pantry to see what is already there.

It is more than probable that the things asked

for will be promised.

Now is the opportunity to prove that real

thought has been given to the matter by the

waitress; she should be ready to say: '^To-
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morrow wiU be niy t^doti but. if ybti lite

I will get the things; they will cost about so

mudi." The ifcmotmts will be bo nmUl) While

the convenience will be so apparent, that she

trill probably be etitmiiirisitiiied to get tiian At

once. She must be sure of her prices, and in

no case must she exceed them. She must not

ask for one thing on oile day and another thing

on another day. All requests should be made

aA one time, mid nbthin^ further disked for

until it becomes ikbsoiutely necessary.

Wh^ she has ildaifted hersdf td het* pitatry

and her pantry to herself, so that she can do

her work in the best pdssibte tUaniielr, she may
turn her attention iHore entirely to the pe-

euliaiitieid of the family whidi she has agreed

to serve, for it goes without saying that they

have thdr peculiarities just lljsi ihe has htt* own.

For instance, we will suppose that one of the

genti^en alwa3n9 wishes butter at diun^, Uo

matter how many sauces have been provided.

Half of th6 time he does not touch it; but he

wishes it there. She cannot change that any

more than she caU make ihe iieaivsi^ted lady
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see by taking away her glasses. What she is

to do 18 never to forget the butter. Some per-

sons have a habit of saying, *'No, thank you,"

when a dish is offered, and asking for it the

moment it has been set down. She can soon

determine if any one who does this is at the

table, and need not be "upsef by the re-

quest. If she can learn to make a bit of a

pause at the plate—not disrespectfully, but by

way of suggestion that some of the dish may
be cared for—she will soon have no trouble.

In every household there are some things

that will puzzle an ignorant girl, and some that

may puzzle even a competent, well-trained

waitress; but study and careful thought will

make her find the best way to promote the

general comfort and keep each person at table

happy and serene.

It may be objected that the sick-room is

not a place for the waitress—^that the trained

nurse is also the waitress of her patient.

This is often true, for in cases of extreme ill-

ness it is many times unsafe to allow the con-

fusion of voices with the noise of movement
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which aecompaDies the entrance of one unac-

customed to invalids. There axe, however,

numerous instances of transient illness or in-

disposition which are to be considered. If a

little girl has had croup in the night and must

be kept in bed the next day, a nurse is not sent

for; or if a boy goes swimming too early in

the season and has such a cold after it that he

cannot get up, it wiU not be considered neces-

sary to bring some one in from outside to take

care of him. Then there are convalescents

after an iUness, and elderly persons who^ per-

hapS; two or three times a week may need to

breakfast in bed. Enough cases to make it

worth while for a waitress to consider as a part

of her training the proper way to conduct her-

self in the sick-room.

The nearer she brings her work to perfec-

tion in other departments the nearer perfec-

tion will she be in this.

The first thing to consider will be the nicety

of her appearance and the absence of noise.

If she has been out in the street to do an errand,

she will on no account hasten to the sick-room
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with a tray before she has replaced by her soft

shoes the heavier ones ^hieh may bare a

squeak in them. And she will at no time go

hastily into a sickHroital* She will open the

door m softly as a nurse herself would do and

move as noiselessly when she is in the room.

She will not express by her looks that she

thinks a patient is wotse than the day before,

or say, in what she calls a whisper, as she goes

out, '^She looks a good deal paler/' Or, ^'I

really believe he is going to be down sick.''

The tray taken to an invaUd should be

studied as carefully as the table iii the dining-

room. A trained eye will let no spot or stain

on the dmmg-room lineh escape it; no^ will

a tramed waitress fail to replace a spotted cloth

by a fresh one. On a tray^eloth d coffee stain

or a fruit stain is not at all sure to escape

notice because it is covered by a plate or a

saucer. That plate or that saucer is the very

one that will surely be lifted, and the stain will

jar the sense of neatness, which grows more

keen when one is shut in from all outside

things which in health claim the attention.
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Selection of cbina and glass is another im-

poft^t xqattei?. A PUP of one pattern set in

a Sftuoer of another pattern is an offense to

the invalid'^ eye, aod tq let a person suffering

^th pain put to bis lips a glass with a piece

chipped put o| the edge 4s a cruelty.

In the service offered to an uivalid the same

is true as of all other service. If it be done by

rule and metbodi as if by the working of ma-

chinery that has no heart in it; it will fall far

short of wliat it m|gbt easily be inade by a lit-

tle care and thoughtfulness. If, for instance,

a chop—^which it is well uii4erstood the patieQt

must eat plain—be served with a little bunch

of cressi the fresh gre^ feeds the eye^ and the

invalid is conscious that thought has been

ipivefi to her pleasure as ^ to ber |ieeds.

A whole train of sad and weary thoughts has

t)een changed by one cheerful yellow pansy

dropped on a tray so that it lay soiling be-

tween a cup and a cream-jug.

A waitiress who cares how she does ber

in the sick - room and out of it will soon find

tbat^ the i^ttention she gives is appreciated.
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It will not be long before china-closets which

have been locked will be opened, old glass will

be brought out for occasional use, and great

ideasuie expressed by its owners that it is

again p)ossible to have it handled without fear

of its being destroyed. This care bestowed

upon inanimate things is one indication of a

truthful character, and the waitress will had

hosdf treated, not like one who must be

watched and in a sense suspected, but with

the confidence which is her right, and which

wiU ©ve her the sense of being an individual,

not merely part of the household machinery.

When conhdence hi her is once established

there are many ways by which it will be ex-

pressed. She will be a^ked to execute little

commissions gYm only to one who can be

thoroughly relied upon. She may be left in

charge of the house, with the direction of

other workers under her, or she may be asked

to go to the country-house to direct and assist

in its arrangement before the family take up

their summer residence there.

All this will give variety to what otherwise
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might be in danger of becoming a trifle mo-

notonous; but it is not the variety which is the

greatest advantage. It is the fact that she

is not a mere worker, not a machine which

may do its work with absolute exactness, never

k)suig a minutei and always being in its own

place. She will do her work with exactness

and may be relied upon like a machine; but

she will also use her power to hdp, to suggest.

When the best relationship has been estab-

lished between employers and those who are

employed, the question of change will assume

a very different aspect. Questions which

ordinarily make an end of any contract en-

tered into will be simply the subject of ex-

planation, or at the most of arbitration, and,

although others may come and go, the waitress

will stay on year after year.

When she does decide to go she will leave

with regret what has been to her really a home,

and| on the part of her employer, the most

genmne regret will be felt and expressed.

Great interest will be taken in ail that con-

cerns her future welfaie, gifts will be prepared
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tfy i^ei^bei: of tbe hpua^old, tbe wadding

wiO be sa^de meriy, and good wishes will

follow }ier the ^ew hpinpi wher^ it wiU be

bopec} that she i&ay ha^e as much ^lufprt

as she has given iQ Others 4urii)g yeiM^ of

iaitbfttl y^fk w waitress*
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a Serpanrs Contract

One reason for the lack of confidence be-

tween mistrefls and maid is the frequency with

which situations are changed. If a remedy is

to be found for this—and a remedy must be

found—it will be necessary to know the rear

son why maids are seeking good places and

good places are waiting for the right maids to

come and fill them.

Without doubt the chief reason is the lack

of a clear understanding between mistress and

maid at the beginning of an engagement.

Promises are made very much at haphazard,

and a contract is entered into, the conditions of

which are not fully understood by either side.

To avoid mistakes it is necessary first to

understand the meaning of a contract.

A contract is an agreement between two or
10
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more pereons by which Bomethmg is promiaed

on one side for something promised by the

other ade. A contract is just as binding upon

one party as upon the other. It is not some-

thing to be kept on one side, while it lets the

other go free of responsibiUty. If responsi-

bility be shirked by one parly, then the other

is at liberty to consider the contract broken

and decline to keep his part of it. For in-

stance, a carpenter agrees to build a house

for a certain sum of mon^. If he fails to

build the house, the man for whom he agreed

to build it does not feel bound to pay him any-

thing for promising to build it. If a caterer

agrees to furnish refreshments for an evening

entertainment and fails to send them, the

person who had given the order would cer-

tainly not fed obliged to pay the bill, if pre-

sented.

In the case we are considering the contract

is between two persons. It is an agreement

by which a certain amount of service of a

specified kind is promised for a stipulated sum
of moneiy and a home.
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Every maid who goes into a home osay^ that

she will do certain things, and that she will

do them well. She daitm thai she knows how

to do and mU do her work in the best manner.

On this understanding she is employed, and

is promised a certain smn of mon^ in addition

to her bed and her board. Often a few days

prove that there has been a mistake. In the

first place, she does not know how to do her work

in a first-class mannery and in the second place

she does not try to do it well. Her employer

talks with her about it, tries to show her better

wayS| begs her not to be careless, all to no

purpose. After a fair trial she is told tiiat

she will not answer the requirements of the

place. Does it ever occur to her to take less

than the stipulated wages? By no means.

She has not at ail come up to the prcmiise of

her agreement; in other words, she has broken

her contract. This would certainly justify the

party on the other side in paying only for the

kind of work that has been ffLwea, instead of

paying for the first-dass work that was prom*

ised.
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In order for a waitiesB to know whether Bhe

hvus fulElled her part of a contract and whether

the blame rests with her» she will need to under-

stand very fully what she has contracted to do.

Most important of all in this connection is

the promise not to abuse the china and silver.

We all know more or less about the china craze

—^the coUectmg of pieces of old china, some of

it not so fine as may be bought in the shops

to^ay, but old. This old china has passed

through a great many hands and been washed

a great many times. Some of it has passed

from pantry to pantry, as it became the pos-

sesion of one family after another, and a

great deal of it is neither broken, cracked, nor

chipped. Tliis proves that somebody, or a

good many somebodies, must have known

how to wash china without injuring it in any

way, and what has been done in this way may
be done again. It will not be done by i|pio-

rant girls who have no idea of learning the best

ways; but it will be done by the many who
are anxious to do always what is right, even at

some inconvenience to themselves.
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Superstition must be gotten rid of in the

beginning. Some peisons say: ^'Therel I

have broken that; now I must break three

things before I can stop/' or ''Now I have

begim to break, there is no telling when I can

stop/' as if they were not responsible for the

damage done. For this there is perhaps oialy

one sure remedy. The person who breaks china

or defaces silver must, so far as possible, re-

pair from her own purse the damage done.

But accidents? Yes, once in a lifetime a

dumb-waiter breaks down, a cleat under a

shelf gives way, or a child runs against a

door and knocks a trayful of dishes out of a

steady hand. All these are accidents. There

is no question about them; they could not

have been helped. When an3^hing camiot be

provided against, it may be called an accident;

when it happ^ from lack of foresight, it

jnay be called carelessness.

One pdnt to be considered is that the arti*

cles which a maid destroys are often too valu-

able for her to replace. . < Even if she has the will-

ingness, she has not the money to buy pieces
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of equal vahie. AU 0ke meit$ dumld she prwide

herself wiih all possible safegmrds against the de-

sintdim cf €ther persons^ praperiff. A contract

might be entered into which would be some-

thing like this: A certain sum of money is

promised to a waitress in return for work per-

formed in an acceptable manner. If at the

end of each month no china, glaas, or silver is

Inolcen or defaced, then one-fifth or one-

quarter of the sum projoxised is to be added to

the oriipnal amomit. If pieces are broken or

marred, then the extra dollars are to go toward

replacing what has been injured or destroyed*

That is, if the maid keeps her contract by doing

her work in the manner she has promisedi she

will be paid for good work and careful manage-

ment. If she breaks her contract by care-

lessness and heedless handling, there is some

slight provision made against the damage

done.

When the idea is once grasped that a con-

tract is not a one-dded affair, when a maid

realizes that she is as much boimd by it as her

employer, then she will think before she prom-
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iseSi and she will not undertake more than she

has capacity and training to perform. Then

die foM fud expect to be paid far what she hae

not done, and die mil have too much self'respect

to accept wages which she has not earned.

If she has brains enough to become a model

waitress she will have sense enough to know

what her services are worth, and her demands

will be gladly acceded to when she has proved

that her work is worth the price which she has

placed upon it. This point being settled, she

will be satisfied with the stated amount and

bend her mind to her work without any idea

of attracting the favor of, or receiving tips

from, any member or guest of the house-

hold. How else can she preserve her self-

respect?

In the older countries, where wages are much
lower than in America, and where tips are a

survival of a very old custom and regulated

as to amount, every one expects to give or

receive them; but there are many people who

regard the introduction of such practices here

in private houses as uncalled for and improper.
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Tlwy feel thai sooste of tbe bouadiokl are en-

tit itid to receive the services of its employees

m a part of the duties for the perfocmaoce of

which the maater and misireBB are abeady

giving adequate cxunpenfiatkML A reoogui-

tkm of eroeptianal servioeB is aomething very

different from a tip, aad may be givea or re-

eehred without km of adf-iespect. If the

waiuess for several days atteads upon a guest

who has been taken ill; if she prases for a

young girl a party gown and sash crumpled

in packing, or a coat for a gentieman caught

in a sudden shower, she will have earned their

gratitude, and when th^ are leaving they may
wish to show that they remember her thouglit-

ful kindnesBi and if they offer some pretty

gift there is no reason why she should not

accept it with pleasure.

If old people are among the guests^ there are

many little things outside the line of pre-

scribed duties which may sometimes be done

for them* Elderly persons are so grateful to

those who see and remember theur especial

needs and wishes that it seems quite natural
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and proper that they should offer pfts to those

who are thoughtful for them.

But the things I speak of are those which

a true waitress wili do wherever she is placed.

She will do them for a person without mon^
as quickly as for one who has money. She

will do them not because she is a waitress, but

because she is a woman—a woman with a warm
heart and a willing hand.
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Vmtbfnlnees and IXNiests

A WAiiBiw ahould be truthful in spirit^ as

well as truthful regarding the letter of her

contract. We are told eometimeB that this

Is impossible; that it is necessary to tell some

faliehooda in order to secure a good place or

to keep onc' after being in it for a time. But

this is not so. An expert waitress need never

bo without a place.

When a maid calls herself a waitress she is

not truthful unless she has studied her work

untU she is familiar with it, and this famiUar-

ity can come only after some amount of

practice.

TnithfuhiesB mdudes honesty, and to be

honoBt means very much more than being

above taldng money or jewels which belong to

others. To be true and honest in spirit is to
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have an intelligent care of whatever is put

in a worker's charge and which belongs to her

department. It is not honest to let a beauti-

ful damask cloth with a little rent in it go to

the laundress without first reporting the rent

to the owner of the cloth. It is not honest to

let a fine carver rust for lack of attention at

the proper time. It is not honest to break

glass or china through careless haudlingi nor

to waste food left in her charge. It is not true

that no gas is wasted when a gas-stove is left

partly turned on aU night. It ts not honed

to dighi voork because me ie ab<mt to leave a

rihioHm. A waitress receives the same wages

for the last week as for the first of her stay,

and if she is honest she wiU do her work as

faithfully then as when she was first tiying

to prove hmelf fitted for the position.

We have often heard that time is money.

If one does not understand h^ work as she

may understand it if she will study, she is con-

stantly taking other people's time, which is

the same as taking other people^s money.

That all the world is not honesti that we
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Bie not always treated from the standpoint

ol strictly fair deaUng, makes no diffmnce to

her. She is noi other people; she is herself.

Among the men in one ol our eastern States

wliuse business it is to lay stone walls is one

who has an espedal talent for the work. Stones

of any shape answer his purpose. He doasi

not ask any directioii» lie does not baye to

make any measurements or use any stakes

or a line to lay liis sUaies by. And in the

whole State there are no such beautiful walls

as this man lays. Does he ever have to tell

a bbehood in order to get work? Does

he ever talk about other persons interfering

with him? He does his work so much bett^

than other men that it will always be

80i](B^t. And although he has a special

talent for it, he does not let that make

him careless. His is true work^ honest work,

and so long as he keeps his health and there

are stone walls to lay he need never rest with

idle hands.

With regard to the fnivileges granted to

workers it is not ea^ to lay down any set of
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rules that will meet the requirements of every

household in the land. In some cities rules

are in force to which the majority of fanulies

confoimi and they seem to answer very well.

But the needs of a family where there are little

children differ from the needs of a family of

adults. A larger number in a household will

necessitate arraugements the need of wliich

does not ejwt in onemade up of a few members.

In order to consult the varied tastes and ar-

range for the comfort of all, special hours must

sometimes be considered, and it is not wise

for a worker to start out by saying that she

must have such and such times for her own.

The time offered by the existing arrangements

may be, if she will stop to think, much better

for her.

It is important to comprehend exactly what

is promised^ so that there may be no mistake

and no disappointment on either side. The
time stipulated as belon^ng to a worker is

certainly her own; the rest of her time as cer-

tainly belongs to the person to whom she has

agreed to ghre it. But if her sister were go-
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ing to be married, a maid would fed very

much grieved if she were not allowed to go

to the wedding, and yet there was nothing

said about the wedding when she promised

her time. Will she realize the equal impor-

tance of the occasion if the lady of the house

is obliged to ask her to give up one of her

evemngs because of some especial entertain-

mentT

There is very little doubt about her secur-

ing the proper privileges with regard to out*

ings. Something quite as important is that

she should care about her sleeping accommodar

tions. Ladies say that again and again they

have taken pleasure in fitting up cosy rooms

for the maids who were to do the work of the

household, and th^ have been grievously dich

appointed to hnd that their efforts were not

in the least appredated. No care was taken

to preserve order and neatness; in fact, care-

lessness had been so universal that they had

lost all heart about it. What is needed is

plenly of fresh air, with an opportunity to

preserve thorough cleanliness, and no right-
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xainded lady will fail to respect a maid who

makes a point of claiming these privileges.

Where many privileges are not granted one

is inclined to place tiie blame no more upon

the employers than upon the employed^ for I

think we must all admit that waitresses do

not always so comport themselves b& to make

the persons th^ B&rve take a keen interest

in them.

But it is possible for anew order of waitresses

to raise this department of women's work to

such a standard of excellence that there will

be no need to ask for privileges; they will be

granted without asking.

THE END
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